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FOREWORD
After an intensive program of research and development by the National Center for

Research in Vocational Edimation* at The Ohio State University, a set of performance-based
teacher education (PBTE) =Winks was developed, and a guide was prepared to help those
serving as resource persons in teacher education programs designed around the use of these
materiab. Since the first edition of this guide was published in 1978, many such programs
have been implemented, and a new acronym was born: when the PBTE materials were used
by local secondary and two-year postsecondary schools for staff development purposes, the
programs were called competency-based staff devolopment, or CBSD, programs.

This second edition of the Resource Person's Grime includes material from the original
guide that passed the test of time, as well as new material drawn from the experiences of
those who have actually served as resource persons for PBTE or CBSD programs. The guide
also has been updated to include information about the 32 new modules that have been added
to the series since the first edition of the guide was produced.

Among those people who may find the materials in this document helpful are those respon-
sible for implementing PBTE/CBSD programs and those serving as resource persons in such
programs, whether their employer is a state department, four-year universfty/o3ilege, two-
year postsecondary institution, secondary school, or businesafindustry training department.
Though prepared vecifically for those installing the Center's PBTE/CBSD curricular materials,
it is intended that this guide may also prove useful in a wider sense to all who are interested
in exploring the potential of perfommnceicompetency-based education at any level and in
any subject matter field.

Aclumwiecternent is due to James B. Hamilton, former director of the Center's PBTE/CBSD
modulo development activities, for taking major responsibility for preparing the second edi-
tion of this guide. Recognition is also given to Lois G. Harrington, program associate, for
the refinement and editing of ft* manuscript.

Special recognition is also extended to the staff at AAVIM for their invaluable contribu-
:ions to the quality of the final printed product particularly to Jason Edwards for module layout,
design, and final art work; to Suzanne Bowman for typesetting; and to George W. Smith,
Jr., for supervision of the module production process.

'Now the Center on Education and Training for Employment.

CENTER ON EDUCATION
ARO TRAINING FOR EMPLOYMENT

THE ortio emu iitsviinerTv
Me KENNY ROADKXXIMOUS, OHIO as

The mission of the Center on Education and Training for Employ-
ment kr b facilitate the career and occupational preparation and
advancernent of youth and adults by utilizing The Ohio State
University's capacity to increase knowledge and provide sen'.oes
with regard to the skip needs of the work force.
The Center fulfils its mission by conducting awned research.
wish /abort, and policy analyses and providing leadership develop-
ment, technical assistance, curriculum development and informa-
tion cervices pertaining to:

impact of changing technotogy in the wort Ptece and on the
delivery of education and training
quay and *Woomeraf education and training for employment
quality and nature of partnerships with education, business, in-
destry, and labor
opportunity for disadvantaged and special populations to suc-
ceed in education. training. and work environments
short- and long-range planning for education and training
agencies
apprOeches to enhancing economic development and job
creation

AA
VIM

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION
FOR VOCATIONAL
INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS
Ma it WIN* for Monodonat Morals
120 Drlftmier Enpeering Center
Athens, GA 30202

The American Association for Vocational insauctionai Materials
(AAVS14) is a non-proet national intends located on the campus d
The University of Goon*.
The Institute is a cooperative effort of untversines. colleges, and
divisions of vocational and technical eduction in the United States.
established to provide OXIMIDNICO in Instructional materials.
Directior. es 1,,,ven by a representative from each of the states.
AAVIM also mks closely with teacher organizations. government
agencies and industry.
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INTRODUCTION
11% purpose of this guide is to assist you in using

the Professional Teacher Education Module Series
developed by the Center on Education and Train-
ing for Employment (formerly the National Center for
Research in %Irrational Education) at The Ohio State
University. The design of these performance- based
teacher education (PBTE) or competency-based staff
development (CBSD) materials requires that
knowledgeable, competent, professional educators
fulfill the role of resource personthe individual
using these materials to develop or improve the
teaching competence of pre- and inservice teachers
(instructors, trainers).

Vaguely knowledgeable people cannot fulfill the
role effectively. As teachers use these modularized
materials, the role of the resource person is to pro-
vide guidance, to assist, and to evaluate perfor-
mance. These different functions may be carried out
by separate individuals or by one individual, depend-
ing upon the particular setting in which the curricular
materials are being used.

A resource person might be a teacher educator
on a college campus, a supervising or master
teacher in a local school, a director or coordinator
of staff development in a secondary or two-year
postsecondary institution, a state or local instruc-
tional supervisor, a school or college administrator,
a training director in business or industry, or any
other professional educator who assists others in
developing teaching competence.

Some basic assumptions have been made in the
development of this guide. The first of these assump-
tions is that you have already made a decision to
conduct a performance -based teacher education
(PBTE) or competency-based staff development
(CBSD) program. It is else assumed that a decision
has been made to use the Center's PBTE/CBSD
materialsor that, at least, serious consideration is
being given to adopting their use in conducting the
PBTEICBSD program.

We assume further that some planning has been
done toward implementation of the program and, of
considerable importance, that you will be fulfilling the
role of a resource person to individuals using these
curricular materials. This guide has been developed
to assist you in performing the functions of the
resource person in an effective and efficient manner.

The Center's materials consist primarily of over
130 performarvelcompetency-based modules. A set
of supporting print and audiovisual materials is also
available to assist in the implementation and use of
these modules.

5

In a PBTE/CBSD program, the resource person
has a unique and essential role to perform, serving
as advisor, facilitator, and assessor. Field-testing and
training experience with many educational institu-
tions and other agencies repeatedly reinforced the
need for the adequate training of resource persons.
Hence, both the developer and publisher strongly
recommend that institutions planning to use the
Center's materials arrange for the provision of ade-
quate training to ensure the most effective use of the
materials. This guide is one tool for assisting those
preparing for and serving as resource persons.

This guide includes three chapters and append-
ed resource materials. The first chapter provides a
basic introduction to PBTE and CBSD and to the
Center's materials. Characteristics of PBTE/CBSD
are presented and discussed, and characteristics
and components of the modularized materials are
presented. The second chapter deals specfficelly
with the resource person's responsibilities relative
to planning each teacher's program, guiding learn-
ing activities, and assessing teacher performance.
The third chapter is devoted to managing the role
of tire resource person.

Appended materials are provided as resources for
your use in working with pm- and inservice teachers
who are using the PBTEICBSD materials. An over-
view of the teacher competency research base and
the curriculum development process is also append-
ed to add to your knowledge about the materials.



Chapter I

TEACHER EDUCATION, STAFF DEVELOPMENT, AND
THE CENTER'S PBTEICBSD MATERIALS

This section presents information about
performance-based teacher education (PBTE),
competency-based staff development (CBSD), and
the Center's PBTEICBSD materials. You should find
this information useful In furthering your own
knowledge and undwatanding of these concepts and
materials, as well as in communicating this Informa-
tion to those with whom you will be working in your
PBTEICBSD program.

PBTE Defined
PBTE is an approach to teacher education in

which the teacher is required to demonstrate essen-
tial teaching tasks in an actual teaching situation.
Actual performance of he tasks ensures that the
teacher has not only the knowledge required, but
also the ability to perform the competencies (skills
or tasks) that are essential to successful teaching.

Traditionally, teacher education courses have
tended to place emphasis on the theory of teaching.
In PBTE programs, the focus Is on mastery of the
specific teaching skills needed and the ability to ap-
ply those skills in an effective, orchestrated way
the art and science of teaching.

In response to state certification standards.
teacher education programs have often focused on
giving teachers the necessary number of courses,
with the proper course titles, in order to meet gradua-
tion and certification requirements. In PBTE pro-
grams, the focus is on enabling teachers to
demonstrate the knowledge, skills, and attitudes
essential to successful teaching by structuring the
program around teacher competencies that have
been (1) identified through research as important
and (2) analyzed to ch3termine the instructional
elements involved in their mastery.

CBSD Defined
Like PBTE, a competency-based staff develop-

ment program is structured on the basis of identified
and verified teacher competencies and requires ac-
fuel performance as proof of competence. The dif-
ference between the two approaches is that public
and private educational institutions, businesses and
industries, governmental agencies, and others use
CBSD programs with Individuals already on the job
to prepare them for their instructional role. CBSD

7

provides Instructors with a systematic program for
improving their present teaching skills and acquir-
ing new ones.

This approach to staff development has particular
significance for occupational Instructors in two-year
postsecondary institutions and trainers in business
and industry, who may be drawn into teaching on
the basis of their occupational expertise and who
now need to acquire a core of teaching skills. A
CBSD program also offers those instructors who
have had formal preparation as teachers a unique
opportunity for professional growth.

characteristics
CD Programs

The terms conperancy-based and performance-
based are defined as being separate concepts by
some educators. For them, the word competwcy
emphasizes the fact that learning in competency-
based programs is structured around the Identified
and verified competencies needed by teachers.
The word performance, on the other hand, em-
phasizes the fact that performance-based programs
require teachers to demonstrate their ability to per-
form the essential competencies in an actual
classroom or laboratory setting.

The Centers modules are structured upon iden-
tified and verified teacher competencies that the
learner is required to perform in an actual teaching
situation. The curricular materials are, therefore,
both competency- and performance-based. Further-
more, regardless of the terminology preferred by
individual practitioners, the preparation of the in-
dividual to perform effectively in the teaching role
remains of utmost importance. Thus, the following
characteristics are considered by Center staff to be
essential for any PETE or CBSD program:

The competencies to be achieved by the
teacher are rigorously identified, verified, and
made public in advance of instruction. This
establishes what is taught in the PBTE/CBSD
program.
The criteria to be used in assessing achieve-
ment and the conditions under which achieve-
ment will be assessed are explicitly stated and
made public in advance. This establishes what



procedures and criteria will be used to evaluate
what the teachers in the PBTE/CBSD program
have learned.
The instructional program prcvides for the in-
dividual development and evaluation of each of
the specified competencies. This estab!ishes
how instruction will occur in the PBTE/CBSD
program.
The assessment of the teacher's competence
uses his/her performance In the teaching role
as the primary source of evidence but takes the
teacher's knowledge and attitudes into account
as well. This establishes what learning is to be
tested in the PBTE/CBSD program, and how it
is to be tested.
The Instructor's rate of progress through the
program occurs at his/her own best rate and is
determined by demonstrated competence
rather than by time or course completion. This
establishes how teachers will advance through
the PBTE/CBSD program.'

In addition to the above elements, there are some
facilitating characteristics that contribute to the
achievement of the PBTE and CBSD essentials:

Instruction is individualized and personalized.
The learning experience is guided by continual
and detailed feedback.
The program as a whole is systemic.
Emphasis is on exit, not entrance,
requirements.
The instructional materials used (e.g., learning
guides ar modules) are keyed to the competen-
cies to be achieved.
The instructor is held accountable for
performance.2
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PBTEICBSD and Conventional
Approaches Contrasted

From the characteristics of PBTE and CBSD pro-
grams, it is evident that a great deal of emphasis is
placed upon the identification, attainment, and
assessment of teaching competencies. It may be
helpful in describing the PBTE/CBSD approach to
contrast several features of this approach with
features characterizing a conventional approach.

In sample 1, characteristics of seven aspects of
a conventional approach are contrasted with the
characteristics of a PBTE/CBSD approach. These
contrasts are presented as general contrasts be-
tween the two types of approaches. It should be
noted, however, that any existing "conventional"
teacher education program may include program
features characterizing a PBTE approach as de-
scribed in sample 1.

You may find the further comparisons between
conventional and PBTE/CBSD apr roaches shown
in sample 2 to be useful in explaining and clarifying
these differences to teachers in your PBTE or CBSD
program.

1. Adapted from American Association 0 C01101;e5 et Teacher Education.
Achieving the Potentiate, PBS: Recommendseons.1-alt Series. lkito. 16
(Washington, AACTE, 1974), pp. 32-33

2 Adapted tram AACTE. Achtewng the Potential of PETE Recommends.
bons. pp 32-33



SAMPLE 1

FEATURES OF CONVENTIONAL AND PBTE/CBSD
APPROACHES

Conventiorud

General

Textbcok(s), lectures

Gmup Oriented
tactures, Recitations

Tests, thrizzes, and Written
Exam; Nonn-Refererd
perkxftc

Achieving Grades
knowing

Tirne-Based

SAMPLE 2

LET'S COMPARE APPROACH ES

Conventional

1. 1. Corstant-Based

2. Time-Based
3. Group Paced
4. Group Needs
5. Delayed Feecthaok
8. TextboOkNiorkbook
7. Course-Orianted
8. Classroom-Based
9. Instructors

10. General Objectives
11. Subjective Criteria
12. Norm-Referenced

9

PISTE/CND

Specffic and Behavioral

Modules, Multimedia

Indh4thral *kilned
SOPaced Study, Tutoring

Performance in Tewhkxt Situations;
Crftwion-Fleferenced

Frequent

Achieving Competerve---
Doing

Pert =arm-Based

PBTE/CBSD

1. Competency-Based
2. Peitormance-Based

3. Indvidually Paced

4. individual Needs

5. immedate Feedback

8. Multimedia Materials

7. Mocklie-Oriented

8. Fkald-Based

9. Resource ftsons

10. Specific Objectives

11. Objective Criteria

12. Crfterkm-Referenced



The Center's PBTE /CBSD Materials

The Center has developed a perfor-
mance/competency-based curriculum especially
designed for use in implementing preservice and/or
inservice KITE and CBSD programs for vocational-
technical teachers. These curricular materials con-
sist of over 130 modules and a set of print and
audiovisual supporting materials.

The development of the materials involved four
major phases: (1) identification of important teaching
competencies (research base), (2) development and
testing of curricular materials, (3) dissemination and
implementation activitiee, and (4) additional research
and development, plus revision of the original 100
modules. The four phases are more fully described
in appendix A.

Characteristics and Advantages
of the Materials

There are five unique characteristics and advan-
tages inherent in the design of the Center's instruc-
tional materkds.

First, learning materials in the system are
developed and organized in the form of individual-
ized packages, or modules, each of which has as
its base one or more competencies identified and
verified through research. By basing the modules on
the vented competencies, there is solid assurance
that the modules represent the actual competencies
needed by vocational-technical teachers.

Second, the program is designed to maximize In-
divklualbred instruction. All the modules have been
developed to allow each program to be tailored to
meet teachers' individual needs and interests. Pre-
and inservice teachers, with the help of their
resource persons, can decide on the total number
of modules they need to take, and on the sequence
and pace in which they can best develop the re-
quired competencies.

Third, the instructional system has been designed
to provide teachers with Immediate feedback after
each learning experience. Explicit criterion-
referenced evaluation ouviues are used to assess
each teacher's progress and final performance. This
method provtdes teachers with timely guidance to
assist in their learning.

Fourth, one of the most important characteristics
of the modules is that teachers are always required
to demonstrate in an actual teaching situation that
they have achieved the expected competency. The
final experience in each module requires this actual
teaching performance. Opportunity to practice the
competency in simulated situations is provided prior
to final performance to ensure that teachers have

sufficient preparation to gradually gain competence
in their new professional role in the field.

Fifth, almost all the modules include all the essen-
tial infonnstion a teacher needs to achieve the
specified competency. This provides great flexibili-
ty, allowing the modules to be used with a group or
on an individual basis.

Occasionally, outside references are required
when it is felt that (1) the reference Is so exceptional
or important that Jotters in the field should be
familiar with the original reference and/or (2) the in-
formation can best be obtairad through reading the
original document (e.g., reading the state plan for
vocational education or the handbook for the voca-
tkmal student organization in a specific service area).
Sometimes, additional outside references are sug-
gested as optional readings to supplement and
enrich the learner's exireriences.

The Curricular System Defined
Many important elements undergird the Center's

curricular system. Four of them are essential to suc-
cessful implementation of a PBTE/CBSD program:
modules and related materials, trained resource per-
sons, access to resources, and Ty/aching setting.

Modules and related materials. Basically, a
module is a unit of learning. It includes a set of ac
tivities intended to assist in the teacher's achieve-
ment of a teaching competency specified in the form
of a terminal objective. Some modules focus on
finite teaching competencies that can be achieved
in a short time, whereas others are broad in scope
and require longer periods of time for completion.
Although the scope, size, and content of the modules
vary depending upon the terminal objective and set-
ting, module format is standardized.

There are at present 132 modules in the PBTE
series. They have been grouped into 14 categories
and color-coded for easy reference as follows:

10

Category Title
Color
Code

No. of
Modules

A Program Planning, Devel-
opment, and Evacuation

Red 11

B Instructional Planning Yellow 8
Instructional Execution Turquoise 29
Instructional Evaluation Lime 6

E Instructional Management Orange 1Q
F Guidance Gold 5

School-Community Relations Rust 10
11 Vocatioial Student Ochre 6

Organization
Professional Role and Gray 8

Development



J Coordination of Cooperative Green 10
Eoucation

K implementing Competency- Mauve 6
Based Education (CBE)

1- Serving Students with Special/ Olive 13
Exceptional Needs

M Assisting Students in Improving Brown 6
Their Basic Sid

N Teaching Adults Copper 6
Tot& 132

In addition to the 132 modules, other related
materials have been developed to ensure effective
implementation of the curricular system. These in-
clude a teacher competency profile, an implemen-
tation guide, this resource person's guide, a source
guide for securing the outside resources suggested
in each module, a student guide, a siideffape presen-
tation on PBTE and the modularized materials, a
slide/tape presentation on the role of the resource
Person, a slide/tape for orienting pre- and inservice
teachers to PBTE, and a 1978 state-of-the-art report
on PBTE.

All the modules and related materials have been
carefully developed, and the modules have been
rigorously reviewed and/or tested in the field. The
modules are well-designed units of learning, cover-
ing verified teaching competencies and containing
reliable information and strategies for developing the
competence of vocational-technical teachers.

Resource persons. By themselves, the modules
cannot produce or train competent teachers; they
must be incorporated into a total performance- or
competency-based program and implemented effec-
tively so that the pre- and inservice teachers using
them can achieve the expected competencies.
Guiding the teacher's effective use of the modules
in such a program is the function of the resource
person.

A resource person is the professor, instructor,
cooperating teacher, administrator, supervisor,
director of professional development, instructor
trainer, or other individual responsible for helping
each teacher plan for and progress through his/her
educational program. With the Ce;nter's curricu-
lar system, a teacher may work with one resource
person for all modules, with a team of resource per-
sons for each module, or with different resource per-
sons for different modules.

The success of any PBTE or CBSD program
depends to a great extent on the effectiveness of the
resource person in (1) guiding the selection of and
the teacher's progress through appropriate learning
experiences and activities; (2) arranging for the
teacher to demonstrate competence in an actual
teaching setting; and (3) assessing the teacher's
performance in the actual teaching situation. It is
essential that each resource person be trained to
carry out these functions effectively.

Access to resources. Resources are an integral
part of the PBTE/CBSD curricular system. The
modules are, for the most part, self-contained; that
is, the :-Nformation and devices needed to complete
a module are contained within the module. Other
resources that may be needed might include
materials for applying the skill to the local setting;
additional references for more in-depth study of the
topic or to accommodate varying learning styles;
videotape equipment; and facilities for planning, tap-
ing, role-playing, and conferring with resource per-
sons and other learners.

One effective means of providing teachers in a
single location with the needed resources is to set
up a resource center. However. in some situations
(e.g., outreach programs) the resource person must
use other means to make the resources readily
available to each teacher at the times and locations
needed. Whatever means are used to provide
resources to the teachers in the program, provision
must be made for maintaining sufficient numbers of
materials and equipment for the effective operation
of the program. Resource persons, as well as
teachers, must be familiar with the operational pro-
cedures prescribed to/ gaining access to and using
the resources effectively.

School setting. Assessment in the PBTE/CBSD
curricular system is fieldbased. The final learning
experience of each module requires the teacher to
demonstrate his/her competence in an actual
teaching role; that Is, to perform the skill In an ac-
tual secondary, postsecondary, or business/industry
training setting when he/she is serving as an intern,
student teacher, inservice teacher, instructor, or
trainer.

General Learning Proceaure
The pre- or insenfte teacht,r entering a PBTE or

CBSD program is provided with a list of prescribed
competencies he/she needs to develop (or identifies
these competencies with the help of the resource
person). The modules covering those competencies
are then selected. The teacher can complete these
modules one at a time or can work on two or more
modules simultaneously. Guided by the resource
person, the teacher determines which learning ex-
periences in a module he/she needs to complete
(i.e., those in which the teacher is not already
competent).

Each module provides the teacher with
background information regarding the competency,
as well as an opportunity to practice the competen-
cy in a simulated situation. When the teacher feels
that he/she has adequate background and practice
in the competency, arrangements are made for
assessment by the resource person in an actual
teaching situation.



Module Components
Module format is standardized into a title page and

four major components: (1) Introduction, (2) About
This Module, (3) About Using the PBTE Module
Series, and (4) learning experiences. These
componentstheir nature, their intended purposes.
and the approaches used in eachare discussed
in the order of their appearance or reference in a
module.

SAMPLE 3

TITLE PAGE

Title page. The title page lists the module title and
the module category and number (see sample 3).
The module title spells out in performance terms
(through the use of an action verb) the competen-
cy to be achieved, such as Direct Students in Apply-
ing Problem-Solving Techniques. Under the title and
edition, you will f:nd the module category and
number. They help you, the resource person, locate
the module in the series master list, identify its rela-
tionship with other modules, and organize !Fe
modules for storage and use.
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introduction. The introduction explains what com-
petency is covered in the module and the importance
of this competency for effective teaching. It is de-
signed to motivate the teacher to want to acquire the

SAMPLE 4

INTRODUCTION

skill and to establish a frame of reference for the
module. If necessary, terms related to the competen-
cy to be covered are defined. San- pie 4 shows the
introduction from Module C-B.

INTRODUCTION

It there were no problems to solve, fife in modern
society would be a lot easierbut infinitely less in-
teresting and challenging. Your vocational- technical
students will find, however, that there are Plany of
problems that they must deal with: personal prob-
lems in coping with daily living, societal problems
that idtect'us all in one way or another. and of course.
the problems that are a part, to a greater or lesser
extent. of every occupation.

Occupational instructors are concerned with help-
ing students develop the knowledge. skills. and at-
titudes they need to live well and work effectively in
this society One of the most important skills for stu-
dents to learn is the ability to solve problems on their
ownto be able to apply problem-solving tech-
niques to the great variety of situations they will face
in their personal, as well as working. lives.

Problem solving Is not a simple or natural pro-
cess: it is not built into our genes, and it is not lust a
matter of using "common sense." Efficient problem-
solving techniques can be learned and. therefore,
should be taught. It you simply give your students
the nght answer to every question or supply them
with a facile solution to every problem. you will not
be providing them .ith the opportunity to learn and
to practice problem-solving skills. Faced with a new
problem or decision, they will not know how to ap-
OMR& it or how to come to a rational conclusion.

Problem solving is an integral and essential pan
of all but the most basic occupations. In the techni-
cal fkrlds, the ability to systematically define, attack.
and derive solutions to problems is vital to occupa-
tional success. The computer programmer must be
skilled in 'debugging" a new program. The agricul-
turist annually faces the problems of selecting pops,
planning for disease control. and deciding on mar-
keting strategies. The nurse must be able to deal
with patients and families experiencing deep per-
sonal difficulties. None of these are easy tasks with
ready-made solutions.

The underlying assumption of this module is that
developing a student's ability to think critically and
act responsibly is a fundamental responsibility of
teachers at all levels. Students need to be taunt to
identify a problem, gather relevant information, eval-
uate the data, access the alternatives. and derive a
course of action. At the same time. you will he using
problem solving as an instructional methoo. It is a
method that can add realism and relevance to the
subject matter, create interest and motivation, chal-
lenge students to apply all their knowledge and use
all their faculties, and serve as a capstone experi-
ence in putting together a variety of other skills.

The learning experiences in This module are de-
signed to give you the backgrAind knowledge and
experience you need in order to use problem solv-
ing as an instructional method ;ri your subject matter
area and to teach the skills of problem solving to
your students.

13



About This Module. This component of the
module familiarizes the teacher with the module ob-
jectives, prerequisites for the module (if any),
resources needed for the module, and general in-
formation (see sample 5).

The objectives section lists the terminal objective
(the competency the instructor will be expected to
perform in an actual teaching situation) and the
enabling objectives provided to lead the teacher to
achievement of the terminal objective.

If there are c "ipetencies the teacher should
possess In order to successfully pursue the module,
these are listed in a prerequisites section. These
competencies are listed in terms of module titles.
However, the explanatory information advises the
teacher that the prerequisite competencies may in-
stead be acquired through other means agreed upon
by you and the teacher. It should also be noted that,
although meeting the listed prerequisites is con-
sidered highly desirable for the successful comple-
tion of a module, there are times when expediency
demands that the module be pursued without full

completion of the prerequisites. Experience has
shown that this is often done successfully.

The resources section lists, by learning ex-
perience, the required and optional outside
resources needed in order to complete the module,
with a brief explanation of how they will be used. This
enables you to make arrangements to secure the
necessary resources prior to the time when a teacher
starts the module. A complete list of resources need-
ed for all modules, with directions for obtaining these
resource s, is supplied in one of the supporting
documents: Supplementary Resources Suggested
for the PBTEICBSD Modules.

The general Information section directs the
module user to the inside back cover of the module
for information about the general organization of
each module, general procedures for its use, and
terminology that is common to all the modules. For
more in-depth information on how to use the
modules in leacher training programs, the module
user is referred to three related documents: the Stu-
dent Guide, the Resource Person's GuPle, and the
hnplementation Guide.



SAMPLE 5

ABOUT THIS MODULE

ABOUT THIS MODULE

Objectives
Terminal Objective; In an actual leaching situation. dr.
rest students In aPPIYIng Problem-solving techniques Your
performance wit, be asseesed by your resource person
using the Teacher Pertormance Assessment Form pp 55-
58 (Learning Experience 111)

Enabling 012 lectives:
1 After completing the required reading demonstrate

knowledge of problem-solving techniques and how
to use problem solving as an instructional method
(Learning Eepenerice I)

2 Given a simulated problem situation direct or critique
the direction of a student in applying probiem-soving
techniques (Learning Experience ei

3 For a simulated classroom situation. execute or cri-
tique the execution of a problem-solving lesson (Learn,
gig Experience Ill)

Prerequisites
To complete this mOttute. you must have competency in
developing a lesson plan If you do not already have this
competency. meet with your resource person to
-nine what method you will use to gain this skin One
option is to complete the information and practice ac-
tivities in the foltowing module

nevefop a Lesson Plan. Module B-4

Resources
A list of the outside resources that supplement Mose con-
tained within the module follows Check with your re
source person (1) to determine the availability and the lo-
cation of these resources. (2) 10 locate additional references
in your occupational specialty. and (3) to gel assistance
in setting up activities with peers or observations of skilled
teachers if necessary Your resource person may also he
contacted if you have any difficulty with directions or in
assessing your progress at any time

Learning Experience I
.)vitonal

A locally produced videotape of a teacher directing
students in applying problem-solving technique'. that
you can view ler the purpose of critiquing that leach-
er's performance
Videotape equipment to use in viewing a videotaped
presentation involving the use of problem-solving
techniques

Looming Experience H

Required
A peer to role-play a student whom you are clam ling
in applying problem-solving techniques and to

critique your pertormanie in directing him her in
applying problemsolving techniques It a peer is
unavailable an alternate activity has been provided

Optional
Videotape equipment tor taping. viewing. and see-
evaluating your direction of the peer

Learning Experience III
Required

- 5 peers to role-play the students to whom you are
presenting a problem-solving lesson. ono to
critique your performance in presenting a
problem- solving lesson it pee sere unavailable an
alternate activity has been provided

Optional
A resource person to evaluate your competency in
developing a lesson plan
Videotape equipment tor taping. viewing, and sell.
evaluating you. presentation

Learning Experience IV
Required

An actual teaching situation in which you Can direct
students in applying problem-solving techniques
A resource person to assess your competency in di-
recting students in applying problem- solving tech-
fugues

General information
For information about the general organization of each
performance -based teacher education (PETE) module.
general procedures for its use. and terminology that is
common to all the modules. see About Using the PBTE
Module Series on the inside back corer For more in-depth
information on how to use the modules in teacherttrainer
education Programs, you may wish to refer to three related
documents

the Student Glade to Using Performance -Rased Teacher
Education Mater ers is designed to heip coem preservice and
inservice teachers anti occupational trainers to PIPE in
general and to the PETE materials

the Resource Person's Gude sa Using PertormencerBased
Teacher Education Materials can help prospective resource
persons to guide and assist preserve* and mservice teachers
and occupational trainers in the deveiopmeet of prof.. sinner
teaching competencies through use of the PETE 1-tortures
it also includes Isis of all me module competenc es

The evermertration Grade for Performance-80sec' Teacher
Education $ Comprfaincy-Based Staff Danotoment Programs
is designed to help those who will administer the Pete pro-
gram It contains answers to imorementstion Questions. possi-
ble solutions to problems. and alternative courses of action



About Using the PETE Module Series.
Located on the inside back cover of each module,
this component provides general information ap-
plicable to each of the 132 modules: module
organization, procedures for using modules, module
terminology, and explanations of the levels of per-
formance for final assessment (see sample 6).

The organization section explains in very general
terms how a module is structured and the types of
learning experiences found in a module.

The procedures section tells what options the
teacher has for completing a modulehow to decide
which learning experiences need to be completed,

which k.an be skipped, and whether to attempt to
meet the terminal objective immediately.

The terminology section defines the standard
terms used in all modules. (Terms specific to a par-
ticular module are defined in the introduction or in
an information sheet within a learning experience.)

The levels of performance for final assessment
section further explains and defines the terms used
to rate the teacher's level of performance on each
criterion in the Teacher Performance Assessment
Form provided in the final experience of each
module.

16



SAMPLE 6

ABOUT USING THE PBTE/CBSD MODULES

ABOUT USING THE PBTE MODULE SERIES
Organindion
Each nodule is designed to heti, you gain centeelentY in a
particular skill area considered important ei teaching suc-
cess. A module is made up of a senes of fawning (experi-
ences. some providing brekground information, some pro-
viding practice experrences. and others comb:rung dew
two functons. Completing these experiences should en-
able you to achieve the terminal objective in the Mat
learn mg experience The final excenence in each module
ieways requires you to demonstrate the skill in an actual
teaching situation when you we an intern, a student teach-
er. an marvels Meow or cc:cups/mud trainer

Prooeckares
Modules are designed to allow you to individualize your
teacher educabon program You need to take only those
modules covering skills that you du not Weedy possess
Similarty, you need not complete any learnang experience
within a module if you atready have the skill needed to
complete d Therefore. before taking any modiste. you
should carefully review (1) the introductory. (2) the objec-
tives listed on p. 4. (3) the overviews preceding each learn-
ing experience, and (4) the final experience After camper-
Mg YOU, preset needs and Corneetencies with the inform.-
ton you have read in these sections. you should be ready to
make one of the following decisions

That you do not have the competencies indicated and
should complete the entire module
That you are competent in one or more of the enabling
objectives leading to the final learning experience and.
thus. can MI those earning experiences
That you are already competent in this wee and are
ready to complete the final learning experience in
order fa test out'
That the module is mappropnate to your needs at this
time

When you are ready to complete Me final learning experi-
ence and have access to an actual teaching sduation,
make the necessaly arrangements with your resource per-
son If you do not complete the trite! experience success -
fully, meet with your resource ',Mon and arrange to (1)
repeat the experience or (2) complete for review) previous
sections of the module or other related seethes suggested
by your resource person tetwe attempting to repeat the
final experience

7 Options for recycling are also available in each of the
learning experiences preceding the final experience Any
time you do not meet the minimum level of performance
required to meet an otatictrve. you and your resource per-
son may meet to seiect activities to beep you reach compe-
tency Thus could involve (1) cx.impieting parted the module
previously skipped. (2) repeating agouties. (3) reading sup-
plementary resources or completing additional activities
suggested by the resource person, (4) designing your own
learning experience, nr (5) oomplearej some other activity
suggested by you or your resource person

Terminology
Actual Teaching Sitiadion; A situation ..1 wriira. you are
actimay working with and responsible for teething sec-
ondary or postsecondary vocational students or other oc-
cupattonal trainees_ An intern, a student teacher, an en -
service teacher, or other occupational trainer would be
functioning in an actual Wittig situation. If you do not
have access to an actual teething situation when you we
taking the =dub. you can complete the module wit to the
final learning experience. You would than complete the
final learning expenence later (its when you have access
to an actual teaching situation).
Alternate Activity or Feedback: An item that may Nebel-
lute for required items that. due to special circumstances.
you are unable to complete.
Occupation& Specialty: A specific area of preparation
within a vocational sennce area tog . the service area
Trade and Industrial Education includes occupational sow
cialbes such as automobile mechanics, welding, and elec-
tricity
Optional Activity or Feecasack: An item that is not re-
quired but That is designed to supplement and enrich the
required items in a Morning experience.
Resource Person: The person in chaise of your whoa-
tonal program (e g., the professor, instructor, administrator,
instructional supervisor. cooperating/supervising/class-
room leacher. Or training supervisor who #3 guiding you in
completing this =duke
Student: The person who is receiving occupational 'rt.
SINCbOn in a secondary. postsecondary. Or other training
program.
Vocational Service Area: A major vocational held ago-
cultural education, business and office education. market-
ing and distributive education, health occupations educa-
tion. home economics education, industrial arts education,
technical education. or trade and industrial education
You or the Teacher/Instructor The person who is com-
pleting the ;nodule.

Levels of Performance for Final Assessment
NIA: The criterion was not met because it was not appli-
cable to the situation
None: No attempt was made to meet the creence, at-
though it was relevant
Poor: The teacher is unable to perform this skin or has only
very limited ability to perform it
Felt: The teacher is unable to perform this skill in an ac
celestite manner but has some ability to perform it
Good: The teacher is able to perform this slut in an effec-
tive manner
Excellent; The teacher is able to perform this won in a very
effective manner



Learning experiences. Each teaming experience
is preceded by an overview. The overview serves
as a table of contents for the learning experience,
giving the user brief descriptions of the learning ac-
tivities for that experience. This summary is

SAMPLE 7

designed to orient the teacher to the learning ex-
perience and help the teacher decide whether
helshe needs to complete the total learning ex-
perience, portions of it, or none of it. Sample 7 shows
an overview from Module C-8.

LEARNING EXPERIENCE OVERVIEW

.t

M.

Enabling
Objective

Learning Experience I

18 it
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Following the overview, the instructor is led step-
by-step through the learning experience via the
detailed directions provided for each learning ac-
tivity to be performed. Some learning activities pro-
vide the teacher with necessary knowledge or
background Information concerning the competen-
cy; for example:

Reading an information sheet or outside
reference
Observing an experienced teacher
Viewing a film, filmstrip, or videotape
Discussing with peers or experts in the skill area

Other learning activities give the teacher the oppor-
tunity to practice or apply the competency; for
example:

Role-playing with peers
Reacting to case studies or case situations
Critiquing videotaped performances
Planning in writing
Operating equipment

In the final learning experience, the instructor puts
this knowledge and practice to use by performing
the competency in an actual teaching situation.

19

Information sheets, self-check devices, case
studies, planning and critiquing forms, and the like,
are included in the module. Resources such as
videotapes or optional references need to be
secured from a resource center or through you, the
resource person. If an activity Involves the observa-
tion of experienced teachers or role-playing with
peers, the teacher will also generally need your
assistance in making the necessary arrangements.

For example, in the module Direct Students in Ap-
plying Proaern-Solving Technklues, directions for
reading an information sheet (see sample 8) im-
mediately follow the overview for Learning Ex-
perience I. The information sheet is included in the
module. After the information sheet, an optional ac-
tivity is suggested: viewing a locally produced
videotape (see sample 9). If the teacher chooses to
complete this activity, heishe needs to check with
the resource person In advance to secure the
videotape and arrange to use the facilities and equO-
ment necessary for this activity.

Many learning experiences suggest optional ac-
tivities designed to supplement and enrich instruc-
tion. These can include such activities as reading
outside references, interviewing experienced
teachers, discussing concepts or concerns with
peers, observing skilled teachers, and participating
in role-plays.

A.



SAMPLE 8

INFORMATION SHEET EXCERPT

Activity

\4411:1111

Good problem solving trtVolves following a UMW' rigorous sequence of ra-
tional steps, not simply waiting for a flash of understanding For information
explaining the steps involved in the problem-solving process and describing
how to use problem solving as an instructional method. read the following
information sheet.

DIRECTING STUDENTS IN APPLYING
PROBLEM-SOLVING TECHNIQUES

Many situaeons In lee present problems that need
to be solved. A problem exists in any situation in
which there is a difficulty or uncertainty that needs
some creative or logical solution.

Problem, that need solutions can arise in ones
home hie as well as on the Job. For example. how
can a family with a limited income use their finances
to provide adequately for load. shelter. and clothing
and still have funds available for recreational pur-
poses? How can an employee deal with a upon/i-
s:Yr who is unknowingly creating friction between the
members of hisiher staff?

2. Identifying the relevant factors
3 Gathering the needed information tfacts and

knowledge about the problem)
4. Examining possible solutions to the problem
S. Selecting a tentative solution or alternative so-

lutions
6. Testing the proposed solutiores)
7. Assessing the results of the testing
The following example illustrates the problem-

solving approach: Mr O'Leary a recently employed
teacher, has the option of enrolling in a group med-
ical-benefits program. The program has two plans
from which he may selecL Mr. O'Leary wants to en-
roll but is unsure about witch plan would be most
suitable for his situation.

First. he analyzes the situation in terms of his es-
timated immediate and future medical needs and
those of his wife and children. As a MIA of this
analysis, he is able to compile a list of his family's
possible medical needs.

in order to deal with these problems that arise. a
rational end agonized appoach e neededone that
can be applied in developing solutions to these
Problems.

One valuable technique that is commonly used to
deal with a problem is called problem solving. This
technique requires the collection. application, and
testing of information for the purpose of determining
an appropriate solution to an existing problem. The
problem-solving approace is a systematic proce-
dure that involves the following basic steps:

1. Formulating and defining the problem clearly
and concisely



SAMPLE 9

OPTIONAL ACTIVITY DIRECTIONS

Optional
11 Activity

4412

Your institution may have available videotapes showing eirampies of teach
ers affecting Students in apolyrng problem-solving techniques II so you may
wish to view one or more CO the ladeotapes You might also choose to
critique the performance of each teacher in directing Skit/MIS in applying
0mi:dem-solving techniques using the criteria provaled in this module or r

tique tormS Or checklists provrtted by your .esourbo person

Toward the end of each learning experience, pro-
vision is made for the teacher to get feedback on
how well he/she is doing. It may be in the form of
a self-check with model answers; a case study with
model critique; or a checklist for the teacher, peers,
and/or you to use in rating the teacher's achieve-
ment. Model responses and checklists, along with
the directions for their use, are always on a separate
page to facilitate their use.

Most self-checks are in the form of essay ques-
tions (see sample 10), although some modules in-
clude self-checks in the form of worksheets to be

21

completed, case studies to be reacted to. or match-
ing questions. Model answers are always provided
for the items in the self-check.

The number of learning experiences within the
modules varies from as few as three to as many as
eight. The number of learning experiences within a
specific module is dependent upon the nature and
complexity of the teaching skill to be developed and
the sequence of learning strategies chosen to
develop that skill. A typical instructional sequence
for the modules is shown in sample 11.



SAMPLE 10

SELF-CHECK EXCERPT

The following items check your comprehension of the material in the
information sheet. Directing Students in Applying Problem-Solving Tech-
niques. pp. E3--15 Each of the five items requires a short essay-type re.
sponse Please explain fully. but briefly. ant make sure you respond to all
parts of each item.

SELF-CHECK
I Explain why the problem-solving method of teaching is appropriate for teaching skulls and knowl-

edge to students

2 If an instructor is interested in teaching students about human telatonships by using the problem-
Sohimg method. what technique might he she use. and why?
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SAMPLE 13

TPAF EXCERPT

TEACHER PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT FORM
Direct Students in Applying Problem-Solving Techniques (C-8)

Directions: Indicate the level of the teacher's accomplishment by placing
an X in the appropriate box under the LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE head-
ing. It, because of special circumstances. a performance component was
not applicable, or impossible to execute, place an X in the N A box.

WO*

raw

Reku-4,ne

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE

1`
-tr

.41' se e e I 4"v. .c, a 4,

I. The introduction was interesting and motivating

2 The introduction clearly identified the purpose loblective I
of the lesson

3 The objective was one that lends itself to the use of prop-
lem-solving techniques

4 It a case study problem was used it
a. was designed to help students meet the lesson objec-

tive t J 00 CI
b was well developed 000 faci

included aft the information needed by the students to
work with the problem Fl ri DO 0

5 The presentation included adequate directions for and guid-
ance in
a clearly identifying and defining the problem

b identifying all motor factors involved in the problem

O 000 00E 0 00
8 The teacher involved students actively in solving the prob-

lem by asking questions, encouraging discussion. seek.
ing feedback, etc. . EDODOEJ

9. The leacher's directions and gurclxice were such that the
students should be able to use these same problem- ri 1-111solving steps to solve future problems .

Level of Performance: Alt items must receive N A, GOOD. or EXCELLENT responses It any item re-
ceives a NONE, POOR, or FAIR response the teacher and resource person should meet to determine
what additional activities the teacher needs to complete in order to reach competency in the weak weals/
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Chapter II

THE RESOURCE PERSON'S RESPONSIBILITIES

You, the resource person, are the single most
Important factor in conducting an effective
performance-based teacher education or com-
petency-based staff development program. Cur-
riculum materials specialty designed for
PBTE/CBSD programs are important. A well-
planned and well-structured PBTEFCBSD program
is important. Physical resources (facilities and equip-
ment) are also important. However, without one or
more knowledgeable and competent professional
educators assbting, guiding, evaluating, interacting,
and helping the Individuals pursuing the program,
continued effective development of the desired
teaching skills will not likely occur. It is this interper-
sonal dimension, so Important to the Individualiza-
tion and personalization of the program, that you as
a resource person must provide.

In carrying out the respontabilities of the resource
person, it is necessary to function in several different
roles. First of all, you need to wear the hat of ad-
visor. In the advisory role, your responsibilities will
include (1) interpreting the PBTE/CBSD program to
the pre- or inservice teacher, (2) assisting in select-
ing appropriate skills for the teacher to pursue, and
(3) assisting the teacher in determining what pre-
requisites should be met.

A second role of the resource person is that of
helper, or facilitator. In this role, you provide
assistance to the teacher when assistance is need-
ed. Such assistance may include (1) answering the
teacher's questions; (2) suggesting additional or op-
tional resources and learning activities; and (3) ar-
ranging for the teacher to have access to materials,
equipment, and teaching settings when needed.

A third major responsibility of the resource person
is that of evaluator. Your evaluation responsibilities
include (1) interacting with the teacher regarding his
or her own self-evaluations; (2) helping the teacher
evaluate the materials or products he/she has
produced and, perhaps, videotapes of his/her own
performance; and (3) assessing the teacher's per-
formance of each teaching skill in an actual teaching
setting (terminal objective).
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The number of functions you perform as a
resource person will depend upon the structure of
the PSTE/CBSD program with which you are work-
ing, as well as the staffing pattern employed. In some
inservice programs, someone from outside the In-
stitution (e.g., a field resource person employed by
a university/college or a district director of staff
development) may have the entire responsibility for
providing all guidance, help, and evaluation
assistance to a given Instructor for the entire pro-
gram. In other program structures, part of the
responsibility for providing assistance to each
teacher may be assigned to resident resource per-
sons or master teachers within the teacher's own in-
stitution or agency.

In some proem** program structures, on-
campus teacher educators serve as resource per-
sons while the preservice teachers are on campus
pursuing a set number of modules up to the final
learning experience. A cooperating teacher, a
clinical professor, a master Instructor, or a resident
resource person then assumes the resource per-
son's responsibilities for guiding, assisting, and
evaluating the teacher's performance in an actual
teaching role (the modules' final experiences) dur-
ing the field experience portion of the program.

Regardless of the extent of your responsibility as
resource person, the role requires your commitment
as a highly professional educator to promoting and
improving the teaching profession. You can do this
by providing guidance, assistance, and professional
judgment in helping others develop the desired level
of professional competence.

This section of the guide Is designed to help you
function effectively as a resource person. Your
responsibilities are discussed more fully in relation
to each of your several functions as a resource per-
son, and techniques and procedures are suggested
to assist you in carrying out your role.



Planning the Teacher's Program

Teachers entering a PBTEICBSD program may
very well find the concepts quite new and different
from those of the subject-centered, group-oriented
types of instruction to which they have been ac-
customed. You may be the first to explain the pro-
gram to the teachers, and if not, teachers still are
likely to have many questions about the program.
You will also need to assess individual and group
needs relative to the planned program and then het)
each teacher plan an appropriate program of com-
petency development.

Teacher Orientation
One of the first questions a teacher Is likely to ask

is, What is CBSD or PBTE? The Student Guide has
been developed to answer that question and many
more questions about the modules and how to use
them. Ensuring that each teacher in your PBTE/
CBSD program has access to a copy of the guide
can help your orientation effort. A color slide/tape
presentation has also been developed to assist in
orienting teachers to PBTE/CBSD and the curricular
system.

You should also provide teachers with materials
that explain your specific PBTEICBSD program.
Will teachers be required to complete an entire
PBTFJCBSD program of specified modules? Is there
a cluster of modules that is being substituted within
an existing course structure to fully or partially
replace conventional instruction? What modules are
required of every teacher; that is, what modules form
the basic core of the PBTFJCBSD program or of your
course? What modules are optional? When do
teachers start taking modules? Where? How long
does the program take? How do teachers show they
have successfully completed a module? How will
they be graded?

Answers to these and other questions must be
provided for your specific program and setting. A
description of your program or course, including
graphic explanations, will help you interpret your pro-
gram, the teachers' role, and your role to your
teachers. An implementation Guide is available to
help teacher education planners design PBTE/
CBSD programs and develop answers to these
questions.

Needs Assessment
Whether you are incorporating modules within

your existing course structure or as part of a
specifically designed PBTE/CBSD program, some
decisions will need to be made concerning which
modules specific individuals should take and,
perhaps, the order in which they should be pursued.

If teachers in the program have had no prior teacher
training or experience, you may be able to assume
that most of them will need all the core or required
modules and that, with few exceptions, they should
probably pursue the modules in an established se-
quence, as identified in the program or course
description.

For teachers who may have developed adequate
competence in several teacher tasks through on-the-
job teaching experience and prior preparation for
teaching, such an assumption may not be true at all.
In that caw you will have to assess each individuals
need for the required competencies and, if ap-
propriate, the individual's need for the optional cony
potencies available through your program.

As a preliminary indication of which competencies
individuals might already possess, you can ask
teachers to review the listing of modules in your
course description or PBTEICBSD program descrip-
tion and to check those in which they feel they have
some degree of competence. You may then, through
questioning, determine the nature and extent of ex-
perience or training they have had. In this way, you
can help them decide whether to attempt to "test
out" of these modulesto demonstrate competence
in an actual teaching situation (the module's final ex-
perience) without having completed any of the earlier
learning experiences in the module.

A listing of module titles and the performance
elements covered in each module is included in ap-
pendix H. You and the teacher can examine these
for each module in question to gain further informa-
tion about the nature of the performance required
in the module.

Before a final decision is made that an individual
should attempt to test out of a module, you should
direct him or her to examine closely the criteria on
the Teacher Performance Assessment Form in the
final learning experience of the module in question.
When you make it clear that these are the criteria
against which the performance will be judged, there
should be little question in the instructor's mind
regarding hisiher readiness to perform the com-
petency satishrtorily.

Competency/Niodule Selection
The competencies included in your PBTEICBSD

program may be listed in the form of module ties
(see the back cover of this guide), which represent
broad competencies. Or they may be listed in the
form of the more-specific performance elements
identified by Center staff during the research phase
Cob analysis) and then clustered for module develop-
ment purposes.
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if the latter approach is used, you can identify
which modules cover which performance elements
by using appendices B-G in this guide. Appendices
B-G list the performance elements and numbers for
each category of modules in the series, and appen-
dix H indicates which performance elements (by
number) are included in each module.

A PBTE/CBSD program leading to teacher cer-
tification may be rather rigidly structured, and
teachers may thus have limited latitude in selecting
the sequence of modules they will take. For exam-
ple, a university teacher education program is likely
to include a specified set of modules covering the
skills required by the state's teacher certification
standards.

Similarly, the certificates (recognition awards) pro-
vided by the National Association of Trade and
Technical Schools (NATTS) to instructors in their
member schools represent successful completion of
specific modules. A certificate is awarded when an
instructor documents that he or she has competence
in all the skills covered by one of the sets of modules
specified by NATTS for each of three professional
development levels.

More flexibility in module selection will likely be
available for the experienced teacher who has some
degree of competence in a number of areas. In help-
ing experienced inservice instructors select a pro-
gram of modules, you should build on their interests
and what you know about their teaching strengths
and weaknesses.

You should encourage each teacher to start with
a module that is likely to yield quick returns in terms
of improved teaching and personal satisfaction. For
example, if an inservice teacher's lesson introduc-
tions are weak (or missing) and students display a
lack of interact and enthusiasm in the lessons. then
Module C-10, Introduce a Lesson, may be a good
place to start, perhaps followed by Module C-12,
Employ Oral Questioning Techniques.

As modules are selected for an individual's pro-
gram, it is important that prerequisite competencies
for each module are considered and included in the
plan. The prerequisite competencies for each of the
PBTE/CBSD modules are shown in chart form on
the inside back cover of both this guide and the Stu-
dent Guide to aid you in quickly identifying pre-
requisites for any one or more modules.

The prerequisite competencies are stated (in the
guides and in the individual modules) as module
titles or numbers. However, the competencies that
teachers possess should be recognized regardless
of whether they were developed through module use
or by some other learning approach.

Effort has been made to design modules with as
few prerequisites as possible in order to maximize
the flexibility you have in planning your PBTEICBSD
program. Some sequencing of modules is general-
ly required, ilOWV Per, to avoid repetition of learning
experiences among closely related competencies
and to effectively build upon more basic
competencies.

Another factor to be considered in module selec-
tion is the time required to complete each module.
This would be of particular concern in planning a
university-based program where module completion
needs to be equated to a semester's or quarter's
work. Even in a school-based staff development pro-
gram, however, planning a realistic program of work
involving modules is more easily accomplished if you
have a general idea of how long it will take to com-
plete each module. You can gain some indication
of the time required to complete the initial 100
modules in Categories A-.) by examining the time
estimates determined as part of field testing (see ap-
pendix I).

In planning a schedule of module completion, you
also rusted to be aware that two or more modules can
sometimes be effectively pursued by a teacher at the
same time. This is especially true for closely related
modules, such as Develop a Lesson Plan, Introduce
a Lesson, and Summarize a Lesson. This also
enables a teacher to perform more than one com-
petency during a single lesson presented in an ac-
tual teaching situtation, which can allow you to carry
out your evaluation responsibilities more efficiently.

The modules selected or required should then be
listed on a record-keeping form, such as the Per-
sonal Progress Record contained in the Student
Guide and shown here in sample 14. Copies of each
completed form should be available both for the
teacher's reference and for your use in monitoring
and recording teacher progress.
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SAMPLE 14

PERSONAL PROGRESS RECORD

PEITEMISD Program

Enter the date each learnhv procedurels completed.
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Guiding the Learning Activities

In assuming the role of resource person in a PBTE
or CBSD program, you are not giving up the role of
teacher educator or Instructor trainer, although you
will fulfill part of the role in a different manner. Your
expertise in demonstrating effective teaching tech-
niques and conducting seminars and group discus-
sions is still needed. Furthermore, you still have
responsibility for planning for and managing the ac-
tivities that will best develop the needed instructional
skills.

For instance, although the modules contain the ac-
tivities and materials needed to develop a given skill,
the materials and activities you have developed in
the past may be appropriate as well. in fact, their
use may be required in order to ensure that the
modules prepare teachers for the specific educa-
tional system (state, district, local) in which they are
or will be working. Likewise, your expertise is re-
quired for determining whether, for example, an op-
tional activity provided in a module needs to be a
required activity for the teachers with whom you are
working.

Learning Experience Selection
Each r,,odule includes a series of enabling objec-

tives (and related learning experiences) leading to
the terminal objective and final experience: perfor-
mance of the competency in the actual teaching
situation. However, flexibility is provided within each
module for instructors to complete only those learn-
ing experiences necessary for their specific needs.
Through prior study or experience, individual
teachers may already possess the knowledge or skill
specified by a given enabling objective; if so, they
may be able to bypass that learning experience.

in the procedures section on the inside back cover
of each module, teachers are thus instructed to read
the introduction to the module and to examine the
module objectives as a first step in determining how
much of the module they really need to complete in
order to develop the specified competency. You may
need to encourage and assist teachers in doing this,
at least for the first few modules or until you are
assured that sound decisions and choices are be-
ing made.

A teacher pursuing the module Assess Student
Performance: Knowledge, for example, may very well
say to you, "I know all about objective tests; I read
all about them when 1 was a teaching assistant.
Therefore, I don't need to do Learning Experience
I." You may need to ask two or three well-chosen
questions to determine whether the teacher does in-
deed have a firm grasp of the information presented
in the first learning experience and is ready to pro-

creed to other learning experiences covering other
information or requiring application of the
knowledge.

You must, of course, be thoroughly familiar with
the content of the module in order to provide the
necessary guidance to each learner in selecting or
omitting learning experiences. You and the learners
may find the Module Worksheet (sample 15) useful
in assessing a learner's need for specific module
teaming experiences and in planning and coor-
dinating the completion of module activities.

Reading Assignments
You may be able to assist learners in getting the

most out of the information sheets by suggesting pro-
cedures to follow in studying the information provki-
ed. A procedure for studying information sheets that
many find to be effective involves the following steps:

Read through the entire information sheet
quickly to get a "feel" for alt of the concepts
presented.
Study the information sheet, section by section,
and respond to the self-check items.
Compare the self-check responses with the
model answers.
Reread those parts of the information sheet that
were not understood accurately or adequately.

Completion of Feedback Devices
Involving Self-Evaluation

Feedback activities in the module learning ex-
periences often direct the instructor to "consult with
your resource person." Module design is intended
to encourage self-evaluation and develop teachers'
skill in evaluating their own teaching performance.
The majority of teachers completing modules appear
to like the self-evaluations and carry them out
conscientiously and stxcessfully. However, teacher
interaction with a knowledgeable, competent educa-
tional professional is often needed to provide rein-
forcement, clarify the concepts in the context of a
specific setting, or answer any questions regarding
the instructor's own evaluation.

The need for consultation and discussion may oc-
cur when instructors are comparing their own
answers to self-check items with the model answers
provided, when they are comparing their own cri-
tiques of a case study with the model critique pro-
vided, when they are comparing their own solutions
to a case situation with the module solutions provid-
ed, or when they are using a checklist to rate their
own performance.
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You should be prepared to clarify points that are
unclear, to provide additional examples, and if
necessary, to explain the content in terms of a
specific instructional setting or particular instruc-
tional area. You may need to suggest that the learner
read additional materials that provide a more in-
depth discussion of the points in question (e.g., the
readings suggested in a learning experience or other
references with which you are familiar).

Sometimes teachers are overly critical of their own
responses; you may need to call their attention to
the Level of Performance statement at the end of the
model answers, which tells learners that their
responses should have covered the same major
points as the model answers. The model answers
go into greater depth than the learner is required to
provide in his/her responses; they are designed to
provide a review of the key information to reinforce
learning.

Some individuals will short-circuit the learning se-
quence by going directly from the information sheet
to the model answers, without completing the self-
check. Although this approach will likely result in
some learning and reinforcement, much opportuni-
ty for learning is lost by omitting the study, review,
analysis, and synthesis of information required to for-
mulate responses to self-check items and to critique
case studies.

An approach you might find useful is to orallypose
other self-check questions that will verify whether the
learner has assimilated the necessary information
and concepts. If he or she has not, it should then
be evident to the learner that skipping activities is
detrimental to the learning process. Another, more
painful, checkpoint is the final experience; in-
dividuals who reach the final experience unprepared
will be unlikely to perform successfully and will need
to recycle back through the module. They should
soon discover that it is easier and more efficient
simply to complete the necessary learning activities
thoughtfully and thoroughly the first time.

Should it become evident that an individual needs
to complete each full learning experience but lacks
the self-discipline to do so, model responses and
model critiques can be removed from the module.
These can then h )vided to the learner when he
or she has presented a completed self-check that
represents his/her honest efforts and ability.

Peer Involvement
Critiques of simulated performances. role-play ac-

tivities, and discussions involving the use of peer
groups are frequently suggested in module learning
experiences. Sometimes it is not possible or prac-
tical to have peers available for participation in the
learning experience as suggested. Whenever the

use of peers is required, alternate activities not re-
quiring the use of peers are almost always provided
for those finding the use of peers impractical. In a
few modules (e.g. Employ the Team Teaching Ap-
proach), the use of peers is mandatory, and no alter-
native is Provided.

You should, however, encourage peer interaction
whenever possible because of several advantages
it offers to teachers pursuing modules. Teaching is
largely an interactive process; therefore, ample op-
portunities for interaction should be provided for
those preparing to teach. Participation in small
groups, which allows each teacher to team through
the success and errors of other group members, can
prove to be the most efficient use of learners' time
since fewer practice trials are required on the part
of any one individual. In the same way, role-playing
activities involving small groups allow all members
to benefit from the experience, regardless of the
specific role played by each member.

In deciding whether to be present when a
teacher's performance is being critiqued by peers,
you will need to use professional judgment, assess-
ing the maturity of the group as well as the nature
of the performance, Being judged by peers could be
a very traumatic experience for a timid or sensitive
individual, with the outcome being a negative rather
than a positive learning experience for that in-
dividual. You need to be aware of such potential
situations and ready to temper the tone of the discus-
sion and critiques, supplying positive feedback, sup-
port, and encouragement as needed.

Observation and Interview Activities
To develop some competencies, such as using

oral questioning techniques, observing the actual
classroom performance of a real professional may
be the ideal learning activity. For other competen-
cies, such as organizing a vocational laboratory. in-
terviewing a professional in his or her own laboratory
may be ideal. For teachers in field experience pro-
grams, such activities should be fairly easy to
arrange.

Inservice instructors, however, may have little time
to observe others if they are carrying a full teaching
load. You would, therefore, need to assist each in-
structor in finding opportunities to observe other
instructors, perhaps during planning periods and
free periods. Your assistance in making or encourag-
ing arrangements can help the instructors overcome
any hesitancy in contacting other professionals and
making their needs known. It will also help to make
such observations and interviews truly professional
growth experiences.

For on-campus preservice teachers pursuing
modules, making satisfactory arrangements for
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these individuals to observe and interview on-the-
job teachers prior to the field experience portion of
the program can pose more difficult problems. You
need to guard against excessive disruption of nor-
mal school activities or excessive demands on the
time and hospitality of teachers in schools that hap-
pen to be located near the campus.

Several approaches can be taken to provide ex-
anent opportunities for teachers to observe or in-
terview top teachers:

Make one or more videotapes of the specific
teacher performances the teachers need to
observe.
Make video- or audiotapes of one or more in-
dividuals conducting the needed teacher
interviews.
Bring highly competent teachers onto the cam-
pus for interviews with large groups of teachers
concerning one or more module learning
activities.
Arrange group field trips to one or more near-
by schools to carry out observations and
interviews.
Use color slides to illustrate specific skills, such
as effective methods for storing materials and
equipment in the vocational laboratory.
Identify observation and interview activities
needed in a number of modules prior to
teachers' spending a week or two in the field
for observation purposes.

You can probably act! several more suggestions
thai may be appropriate to your specific setting.

Videotaped Performances
Videotapes of the learner's performance can pro-

vide excellent feedback, both to the learner and to
you in helping him or her to self-evaluate and im-
prove performance. Judicious use of microtewhing,
focusing upon single key teaching performances,
can add Immeasurably to effective learning and the
development of the needed teaching skills. Module
learning experiences often suggest videotaping
learner performance as an optional learning activi-
ty. if you and your teachers have access to videotape
equipment, you are encouraged to take advantage
of this excellent teaching-leaming tool.

Development of a library of carefully chosen
videotaped performances can also provide an ex-
cellent source for you and the teachers-in-training.
A variety of exemplary teaching performances can
be saved to provide models; a variety of less-than-
exemplary performances can be judiciously selected
and used for critiquing activities.

Videotaping can be time-consuming for the per-
former, the peers who serve as the "students," and
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you as the resource person who may need to make
all arrangements for equipment, space, scheduling.
and analysis of the videotape with the performer. It
is, therefore, essential that videotaping be used only
for those teacher performances in which it can pro-
vide the most effective form of feedback. Video-
taping lesson introductions, lesson summaries, and
oral questioning can be very effective and, thus, ap-
piopriate. However, its use for lesson planning and
writing a news article would obviously be
inappropriate

Use of videotapes for self-evaluation purposes
may not be new to some teachers; however, others
may need more introduction to the equipment and
to the reality of seeing themselves on television. You
may find the use of Module C-27, Anent Informa-
tion with Televised and Videotaped Materials, ap-
propriate for introducing learners to the equipment
and its proper use. Each individual should have
the opportunity to view and hear him/herself on the
television monitor long enough to ensure that
the novelty has worn off prior to his/her first taping
session. The instructor needs to become acquainted
with that strange image and voice that turns out to
be his/her own.

Following the first one or two taping sessions, you
may want to give the performer the opportunity to
privately view the tape prior to discussion of his/her
performance with you and/or peers. If the perfor-
mance is very poor and the weakness is obvious to
the performer, you may need to give the teacher the
opportunity to redo the performance prior to evalua-
tion and the discussion of evaluation forms.

Inservice teachers and student teachers may be
able to arrange to use the school's videotape equip-
ment for taping entire class sessions or specific ac-
tivities for which feedback is desired. If not, portable
equipment might be periodically made available to
the teacher. Scheduling the use of videotape equip-
ment on campus will be influenced by the availabili-
ty of the equipment and space, and any rtit and
constraints regarding their use. You should able
to adapt the system for scheduling peer interbction
to include sign-ups for videotaping sessions.

Product Reviews
The more immediate the feedback you provide

learners, the more effective you can be in improv-
ing their performance. This holds true when perfor-
mance involves a written product, such as a lesson
plan, proposed publicity items, or a letter to advisory
committee members. Teachers can lose interest if
their written work Is not evaluated and returned to
them soon after it has been completed.

Quality checklists are generally provided in
module learning experiences requiring written prod-
ucts, and learners are often instructed to evaluate
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their own work and then to check with their resource
person only if they have questions about the written
product or the evaluation. In some learning ex-
periences, the learner is instructed to present hisfher
work to the resource person for evaluation.

You can help make this procedure work effectively
for the learner by being available to answer ques-
tions and by ensuring that you review and evaluate
products shortly after they are dropped in your "In"
box. When your written comments are not sufficient
and it is evident that the individual needs more help,
then a "See Me" note can be attached to the
materials before placing them in the "out" box. The
instructor can then make arrangements to discuss
the product with you.

When learning experiences call for the develop-
ment of a project or a display, you should make
sure that all needed materials and equipment are
available and that necessary space is provided for
the display of the materials developed. For exam-
ple, the development of a bulletin board display for
creating interest in a unit of instruction may require
several different types and colors of paper and card-
board, lettering devices, cutting equipment, colored
pens, and a place to display the finished products
for critique and evaluation.

For the inservice teacher and the preservice
teacher in a field experience program, these re-
quirements may be readily found within the teaching
setting, and you may need only to assist teachers
in finding out where they are located and how to gain
access to them. Many teacher education depart-
ments make these materials available to individuals
within the department or through the book store.
Whatever the procedures, you need to make this in-
formation available to the teachers aird to provide
the necessary space for display and critique pur-
poses. You may need to develop a schedule for use
of the display area in order to accommodate
everyone's needs.

Helping Conferences
You are responsible for providing feedback to

teachers concerning their performance as they
develop, practice, and demonstrate teaching com-
petencies. Effective conferences are characterized
by advanced planning and the use of clinical super-
visory techniques that help the instructor analyze,
interpret, and arrive at decisions In a self-directed
and constructive manner.

A record of the teacher's performance is needed.
If the skill Is a teaching process, then the record of
performance may be a videotape, an audiotape, or
the notes from your personal observation. When the
skill involves a product (such as a lesson plan), then
the product itself serves as the record of
performance.

The conference with the instructor may be viewed
as a five-step process:

You display the data recorded during the obser-
vation, without evaluative comment.
The instructor analyzes what was happening
during the performance as evidenced by the
data. You simply help clarify what behaviors the
recorded data represent.
The instructor, with your help, interprets hislher
behaviors andior those of the students as
represented by the observational data. At this
stage, the instructor's observations become
more evaluative since causes and conse-
quences must be ofscussed as desirable or
undesirable. Module checklists and perfor-
mance assessment forms are valuable tools in
carrying out this step.
The Instructor, with your assistance (or
guidance), decides on alternative approaches
to use in the future to remedy problems with the
observed performance or to build on those
aspects that were satisfactory.
You reinforce the instructor's announced plans
for change or help the instructor modify the
plans if there is some disagreement.3

3. Pr* five-51017 process is adapted frorn work done by E K. Allen at In-
chant; University of Pennsylvania

Field Experiences
Arranging field experiences for inservice instruc-

tors does not normally pose a problem because the
instructors have opportunities to plan for, practice,
and perfect their teaching skills in carrying out their
regular teaching responsibilities. Opportunities for
on-campus preservice teachers to practice or
demonstrate teaching competencies in an actual
teaching situation prier to student teaching or an in-
ternship program may be quite limited, however.

You may be able to expand these opportunities
by taking advantage of teaching-learning settings in
college classrooms. Teachers may, for example, be
able to participate in the instruction of some of their
own and other technical subject-matter courses.
Consicktrable caution should be exercised, however,
to avoid placing teachers in a completely foreign en-
vironment that would yield invalid assessments of
their abilities as teachers.

Opportunities within the college can be sought for
teachers to demonstrate concepts, principles, or
manipulative skills; to present information through
the use of one or more types of audiovisual equip-
ment and materials; or to assess student perfor-
mance. Other opportunities to provide assistance
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should be explored for their potential in developing
teaching competence and in making a contribution
to the college instructor and the class.

If the competency to be practiced 0, demonstrated
requires sustained contact with and considerable
knowledge of the students, these college teaching-
learning settings would not, of course, be ap-
propriate. In addition, assistance to your teach lets
should never interfere with the normal progress of
the college class.

You can also encourage teachers to take advan-
tage of the numerous opportunities to participate in
instructional roles with community groups. Oppor-
tunities to try out and practice a wide range of
teaching skills are available with such community
groups as Girl Scouts, Boy Scouts, church schools,
444 Clubs, hobby clubs, avocational night courses,
and adult education courses. You need to become
aware of such oppcn iunities in your community so
that you can help your teachers take advantage of
them as they pursue module learning experiences.

Optional and Alternate Learning
Activities

Optional learning activities generally provide
enrichment and reinforcement. Alternate activities
are provided as substitutes for required activities
which might be highly desirable but which may not
be feasible in some settings in which the module will
likely be used. As the resource person, you will need
to use your knowledge of the setting and of the in-
dividuaW' interests and needs and your professional
judgment in encouraging or sometimes requiring in-
dividuals to pursue certain optional or alternate
learning activities. Of course, it is best If you can lead
the individual to personally make the decision most
appropriate to the need and setting.

Remember that additional, situation-specific op-
tional learning activities are always appropriate. You
should supplement the module activities vett)
readings, videotapes, slides, discussions, and other
resources that are especially appropriate to your
teachers' needs, to the setting, and to the instruc-
tional area.

Assessing Teacher Performance: The Final Experience

In the PBTE/CBSD modules, assessment of
teacher progress is a continual process. Some of the
feedback is provided by model answers or model
critiques, which are immediately available to
teachers upon completion of a self-evaluation activi-
ty. Feedback is s...metimes provided to instructors
through some tye of checklist that they use
themselves to eva'uete their lesson plans or other
products. Additionally, feedback is often pi ovided on
at least one learnieg experience by one or more
peers and/or the resource person.

The real test comes, however, whet, the teacher
reaches the final experience in which he or she must
actually demonstrate ability to perform the given
competency under real teaching circumstances. The
final experience also places special responsibility on
you, the resource person, as it is you who must make
as objective and as fair a decision as possible about
the teacher'a :avel of competence.

Although the design of the modules helps in the
objective assessment of performance, your profes-
sional judgment must also be exercised in making
the final assessment. You es 'St also have the
courage to insist that a teacher repeat a learning
experience, or at least part of it, if in the final ex-
perience, the teacher's performance has not been
an effective (satisfactory) one. Of course, it is best
to suggest that the teacher practice riore or prepare
further prior to attempting the final experience if you
can detect that he or she is not yet ready.

Teacher Readiness

Before arrangements are made for the teacher to
demonstrate the competency in an actual teaching
situation, you need to make an informed judgment
about the individual's readiness. If you have been
helping the teacher and monitoring his/her progress
through the various learning activities, you should
have a reasonably good idea of the individual's
likelihood of success.

Before scheduling a final assessment, however.
it is recommended that a short conference be held
with the teacher to review his or her progress and
evaluate his or her readiness by checking the
teacher's performance on previous learning ex-
periences. This can be done by reviewing the com-
pleted self-checks, products developed, peer
evaluations, and so forth. You may also wish to orally
quiz the instructor to assess his/her cognitive
understanding of the concepts and principles that
are basic to performing the given competency in an
effective manner.

If other resource persons have also worked with
the teacher, you may want to check with them
regarding their reactions to the individual's
readiness. Finally, you may want to ask the instruc-
tor to express his/her own feelings about how ready
he or she feels. The amount of confidence expressed
will often be a good indicator of the individual's ability
to perform effectively. With these kinds of inputs, you
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should have no difficulty in making a well-informed
decision about the teacher's readiness.

Arrangements to Be Made
For interns, student teachers, or inservice instruc-

tors. arranging for the final assessment will usually
be fairly easy. Except during vacation periods.
numerous classroom, laboratory, and other teaching
situations are usually readily available to them. It is
mostly a matter of their deciding on the date, time,
and place, and then arranging with their resource
person to be present if necessary to observe and
evaluate the performance.

In the case of on-campus preservice teachers,
however, you may need to make the necessary ar-
rangements or, at least, to help make them. Thus,
you will need to identify nearby schools and teachers
who would be able and wilting to help provide the
necessary opportunities. Another option, and in most
cases the preferred one, is to defer the final ex-
perience until the individual starts student teaching
or an intern experience.

Once you r teacher have agreed on a
mutually cony , it date and time, arrangements
should be made with the appropriate personnel and
through the appropriate channels. Often, previous
arrangements for student teaching, observation ex-
periences, and the like, will have already been made
with the approval of local boards of education; the
superintendent, principal, or vocational director; and
selected vocational-technical teachers. The same
established channels and procedures will normally
be adequate for setting up final assessments. Once
approval has been obtained, such arrangements are
usually quickly and informally made.

The TPAF
The Teacher Performance Assessment Form

(TPAF) is the last instrument in every module. It con-
sists primarily of a series of processionxluct
statements that identify the essential criteria to be
used in evaluating the teacher's performance. Each
TPAF also has four other components: (1) directions
for its use; (2) space for recording the teacher's
name, the date, and the name of the resource per-
son; (3) a rating scale; and (4) a statement describ-
ing the expected level of performance to be achieved
(see sample 13, p. 25).

Each TPAF Is identified by module title, and each
provides directions for its use. On the left-hand side
of the form is the list of performance components
considered critical to successful demonstration of
the specific competency in question. The number of
performance components (or criteria) usually ranges
from a minimum of 10 items to as many as 30 or 35
items.

On the right-hand side of the TPAF, a level-of-
performance scale indicates the various ratings
N/A, None, For Fork, Good, and Excellentthat can
be given for each item. In order to help ensure unifor-
mity in the ratings used. the terms are defined as
follows:

N/AThe criterion was not met because it wris
not applicable to the situation.
NoneThe teacher made no attempt to meet
the criterion, although it was relevant.
PoorThe teacher is unable to perform this
skill or has only very limited ability to perform
it.
FairThe teacher is unable to perform this skill
in an acceptable manner, but has some abili-
ty to perform it.
GoodThe teacher is able to perform this skill
in an effective manner.
ExcellentThe teacher is able to perform this
skill in a very effective manner.
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Observation/Assessment
The observation of teachers who are completing

the final experience is one of the most important
tasks you must complete. The final experience of
each module is the point at which the instructor is
asked to "put it all together"to integrate the
background knowledge, the proper attitudes, and the
skills practiced in earlier learning experiences into
a meaningful, realistic, and very effective demonstra-
tion of competence.

The instructor will, in most cases, have worked
hard to prepare for this demonstration, and it is very
important that you observe the total performance if
at all possible. At this point, you need to be an ac-
tive listener/observer and as objective as possible.

Although the specific situation and competency to
be demonstrated will influence the observation pro-
cedure and the required length of observation,
several guidelines are offered here to help ensure
objective and fair observation:

Be thoroughly familiar with the objectives and
content of the module covering the competen-
cy being performed.
Be as familiar with the setting as possible. The
more you know about the school, the clan. the
students, and their regular teacher, the better
you will understand the environmental factors
that might influence the teacher's performance.
Be sure the instructor knows in advance the
criteria against which hisTher performance will
be assessed.
During the observation, try to be as unobtrusive
as possible so that the teacher and the students



are not affected by your presence to any great
extent.
Remember always that you are observing the
individual', performance as a teacher, not the
individual as a person.
Try to observe more than one performance dur-
ing any given observation period. Often, several
compehancies can be assessed during one visit
or even one class period.

After the competency has been performed, you
should complete the TPAF as soon as possible. You
may also want the instructor to fill out the same fonn
at the same time as a kind of self-assessment. A con-
ference should follow comet on of the TPAF so you
can discuss with the teacher the various ratings
given and the reasons for them. You should use tact
and professional judgment in conducting the assess-
ment conference.

Teachers will, in some cases, be nervous about
performing; their anxiety levels could be raised to
an unnecessarily high degree by critical comments
or a lack of encouraging remarks where they are
deserved. lt is your responsibility as a resource per-
son to set the tone of the assessment conference
so as to ensure positive results in what. to many, may
be viewed as a very threatening situation. it is an

opportunity to rosily enhance the resource person-
teacher relationship if properly handled. Above all,
strive for objectivity and fairness, while showing
sincere concern for the instructor as a person.

Recycling
If a good job has been done in assessing each

teacher's readiness for the final experience, there
should be few cases in which a teacher does not
achieve at least the minimal level of competence the
first time he or she performs the skill. However, if
the objective assessment of an individual's perfor-
mance indicates that competence (at least a Good
rating on all applicable criteria) has not been
achieved, than you need to ask the instructor to
recycleto repeat some of the module's Warning ac-
tivities. to complete optional enrichment activities,
or to complete whatever special learning activities
you mutually deem appropriate for removing the
deficiencies.

Before a teacher is asked to recycle, however, you
should always carefully explain why you feel such
action is professionally sound and necessary.
Although recycling may seem to be harsh treatment,
in the long run both the instructor and the teaching
profession will be better off because of your in-
sistence on quality.
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Chapter III

MANAGING THE ROLE OF THE RESOURCE PERSON

The management of a PBTE or CBSD program
rests largely upon your shoulders as a resource per
son. In fact, you are the individual who, in all
likelihood, will make the program go. If you are to
do an effective job in carrying out all the advising.
helping, and evaluating tasks of the resource per-
son, then the management of this role is a critical
matter. You will need to be familiar with your
PBTE/CBSD program procedures and the content
of the modules. You will also need to budget your
time and keep adequate and accurate records.

Getting Reedy
Your specific role and responsibilities and the pro-

cesses and procedures for fulfilling that role will vary
depending on your PBTE/CBSD program design
and staffing structure. Resident resource persons
working with teachers in a single institution, field
resource persons working with teachers in a number
of Institutions, teacher educators. master teachers
or lead instructors, industry trainers, and staff
developers all need to be trained for their roles as
resource persons.

How might you become knowledgeable about
general program procedures and module content?
Ideally, you would panic -pale in a training workshop.
The Center at Ohio State and the National Assockt-
ton of Trade and Technical Schools (NATTS)
periodically offer training workshops for P13'rEICBSD
resource persons. Some institutions conduct their
own resource person training programs.

These training efforts may vary from a minimum
of a two-day workshop to a more highly structured
resource person training and development program
that uses modules and a seminar series to enhance
resource person skills on an ongoing basis. Discus-

Scheduling

sions with others who have been trained and have
served as resource persons in using the PBTEt
CBSD materials can also be very effective.

Regardless of who conducts the training, you need
an understanding of (1) the organization and scope
of the PBTE/CBSD module series, (2) the module
structure, and (3) the procedures for using modules.
The first chapter of this guide and the appendix
materials are provided to help you develop this
understanding. In addition, you need to become
familiar with the general terms used In all module&
For example, the term teacher or instructor refers to
the person who is completing the module: the term
student refers to the person who receives occupa-
tional instruction in a secorelary, postsecondary, or
other training program.

You will also need to have a thorough knowledge
of each of the modules used in your program. The
only way to gain this knowledge is to study each
module. As you read through each module, you
should make a list of all the outside resources need-
ed so you can arrange to make them available to the
teachers. it is extremely difficult to provide effective
learning experiences for instructors if they do not
have easy access to all the materials needed for
each learning activity.

It is essential that you are knowledgeable about
the total PBTE/CBSD program, are totally familiar
with the terms used in each module, have studied
each module to be used, and have acquired all the
resource materials required in every learning activi-
ty in each module. Without these four elements, it
will be extremely difficult for you to guide a teacher
through the PBTE/CBSD program. A superficial
awareness of the content of each module is not
enough.

Numerous scheduling concerns must be dealt with
in order to facilitate and enhance teachers' module
work. You need to monitor module completion to en-
sure that timely progress is being made. You need
to schedule your time so that you are available to
work with teachers when they need help. And you
need to provide some sort of procedure that will allow
and encourage teachers to work togetti on
activities.
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Module Completion
In the operation of a PBTE/CBSD program, one

real difficulty is the problem of completing the
modules in a reasonable period of time. The in-
dependent study and self-pacing aspects are con-
sidered to be strengths of the program. but at some
point a teacher must be expected to have completed
a specified number of competencies.

4 re:



However, there is a tendency for some teachers
to postpone final assessments and to allow un-
completed modules to stack up. This poses serious
problems for both you and the teacher; it soon
becomes difficult, if not impossible, to schedule the
needed performance assessments into the short re-
maining period of time. You need to provide
guidance to prevent this from becoming a serious
problem.

The PBTECBSD materials may be used with both
preservice and inservice instructors, and you must
be aware of and sensitive to the differing re-
quirements of these two groups. In scheduling time
for nodule completion, it Is important to consider the
Individual instructor.

A copy of the Module Worksheet (see sample 15,
p. 32) is Included in the Student Guide for use in help-
ing instructors set goals for module co' pletion and
to assist in helping them move towari those goals.
When a teacher has established realistic target dates
and documented them in writing, these dates can
serve as a motivational force for completing each
module.

Consultation Hours
Generally, you will have responsibilities other than

monitoring the PTBE/CBSD program. Therefore, a
vitally important aspect to consider is the schedul-
ing of your time. Since teachers can complete
modules on an individualized basis and at their own

pace, it becomes important in the management of
time that you have some control. If not, you are like-
ly to find every working hour of every day devoted
to advising, evaluating, and guiding teachers.

Consequently, you need to provide instructors with
a specific schedule of times when you are available
for consultation or advice. In the event that more
than one person is serving as resource person, time
should be scheduled in such a manner that there
* a resource person available throughout each work-
ing day. This maintains the concept of individualiza-
tion and self-pacing in that assistance is available
to teachers at all times and they can thus get the
help or feedback they need when they need it.

it must also be noted that, in every module, the
final experience always takes place in an actual
teaching situation with resource person assessment.
A scheduling scheme for both resource persons and
teachers to use in arranging both individual consulta-
tions and observations of performance is an impor-
tant phase in the management of a PBTEICBSD
program.

Sample 16 is suggested as a possible device to
use in scheduling your time. Posting a schedule,
sucn as the one shown in sample 18, in a location
accessible to all teachers allows them to schedule
a meeting with or an observation by a resource per-
son as necessary.

SAMPLE 16

CONSULTATION SCHEDULE

Available1

Resource Person/
Location
Joe Steele
(University Hall)

Mary Walsh
(Training Center)

Harry Andrews
(Johnson Senior
High School Voc.
Clect.)

8-0 0-10 10-11 11-12 12-1 1-2

ar

2-3 3-4 4-5
Own

;;"VVY .7 r1v

/wean

Andeneit

A AAikAlkv= v
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Meyer

Carbon

4

Time

Intervals
15 min.
15 min.
15 min.
15 min.

15 min.
15 min.
15 min.
15 Mifi.
20 min.
20 min.



Peer Group Activities
When a learning activity callv for the involvement

of peers (usually 1-5 persons), problems can arise
in ensuring that peers are available when and where
needed and are prepared to participate. One solu-
tion to this problem is to use sign-up sheets on the
scheduling board in a resource center or training
center. Using this approach, an individual who is
ready for the involvement of peers In a learning ac-
tivity puts up a sign-up sheet fisting his/her name,
the module number, and the learning experience
he/she is ready to pursue. A suggested date and
time should also be shown.

For example, if the individual is ready to
demonstrate a manipulative skill to a group of peers,
as suggested in Learning Experience H of the
module Demonstrate a Manipulative Skit, the sign-
up sheet might read as follows:

Module Learning (Demonstrate a
C-19 Experience IV Manipulative Skill)

Suggested Time
Sue Black Monday, October 10

1:00 p.m.

Peers (often individuals who are pursuing the
same module) may then add their names to the list,
indicating alternate times if they cannot be available
at the time suggested. When the required number
of peers is signed up, with a time agreed upon, the
next individual ready for peer involvement would
start a new sign-up sheet for that teaming ex-
perience. Each small group would then schedule ad-
ditional meetings, if needed, to complete the peer
interaction needed by all members for that learning
experience.

This approach places more responsibility for learn-
ing on the individual. It also makes it possible for you
to coordinate activities and to be available when
needed. If you use this approach, you may find it
necessary to do some scheduling of your own to en-
sure that no one is neglected and that everyone has
the needed opportunities for interaction with peers.

A variation of this approach would be for you to
identify all the learning experiences suggesting or
requiring peer involvement and then to schedule
specific time blocks for each peer activity, with a
specified number of sign-up slots for presenters and
observers allotted for each time block. Teachers
would then place their own names in the appropriate
slots as they become ready for the learning ex-
perience specified. You can help ensure adequate
peer group participation if, when modules are being
used within a course structure, you require that each
teacher participate in a specific number of peer
groups.
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Large- and Small-Group Activities
Another aspect of resource person management

is the scheduling of instructors for group instruction.
The PBTEJCBSD program provides opportunities for
you to schedule large-group instruction and small-
group discussion sessions.

The use of large-group instruction will be most
successful if several instructors are working on a
specified set of modules. A large-group meeting can
provide opportunities for you to present information
not included in a module and for teachers to duss
and resolve problems being encountered in the
modules. A number of teacher questions and con-
cerns can be clarified in these meetings.

In the early stages of a PBTE/CBSD program, it
is extremely helpful to schedule large-group
meetings on a daily basis for 30- to 80-minute
periods. After four or five of these daily sessions,
regular large-group meetings could be scheduled
(e.g., once a week) until the program ends.

Caution should be exercised regarding the poten-
tial overuse of large-group meetings. There is a
tendency on the part of some resource persons to
revert to the role of presenter of information and for
the large-group discussion sessions to become a
primary instructional vehicle. This places a dual load
on teachers: regular class requirements plus com-
pletion of modules. If this is allowed to occur, re-
actions to the class and to the PBTE/CBSD program
will certainly be less then positive.

The use of small-group discussions is another
effective means of clarifying points that are not clear
to teachers. in these sessions, two to five (or more)
teachers can spend a short time discussing some
issue or issues with you. You should recognize the
importance of these informal sessions with teachers.
The interpersonal communication they provide can
prove to be extremely valuable in the smooth opera-
tion of a PBTE/CBSD program.



Record Keeping

Teacher progress through the modules must be
monitored and documented. Thus, you must
establish and maintain a record-keeping system that
provides for indicating when each teaming ex-
perience is completed, as well as the date of the final
performance in each module and the level of per-
formance achieved.

It is suggested that you organize a notebook in
which you can record each teacher's progress on
each module. Copies of the Personal Progress
Record form (see sample 14, p. 30) are provided in
the Student Guide and can be used for your progress
records as well as for the teacher's own records.

The Vocational Teacher Competency Profile
shown on pp. 45-413 of this guide can also be used

SAMPLE 17

PROGRESS CHART

both as a record of instructor progress and as a
device for explaining your program to teachers.
Modules that are to be completed in your program
can be identified on the chart, perhaps by
highlighting them with a marker. Then, upon com-
pletion of each module, the competency rating can
be entered in the small box provided on the chart
for each module title.

It may be helpful to you to document group prog-
ress as well. This can help you In scheduling group
activities. Sample 17 is suggested as a means of in-
dicating group progress through the PBTEFCBSD
program.

Teacher

Modules Completed

13-6 13-7 C-3
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Improving Your Skills as a Resource Person

The instructors in your program should be ex-
pected to assume a professional responsibility to
continually improve, perfect, and expand their
teaching skills. It is necessary that you as a resource
person serve as a role model and also continually
seek ways to improve, perfect, and expand your
resource person skills.

Experienced resource persons often find that they
can improve their effectiveness by further develop-
ing their observational and recording skills,
conferencing skills, and evaluation skills. Other
areas of need may include learning to use videotap-
ing equipment skillfully, to schedule and coordinate
activities more efficiently, and to manage peer group
activities more effectively.

You may need to aggressively pursua oppor-
tunities to further develop your resource person
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skills. Although for most resource persons no set pat-
tern of opportunities exists, an array of potential
sources should be explored. Some PBTEICBSD pro-
grams have a formal resource person training
Program-

Help with many of the above topics may also be
available through outside workshops and seminars,
university course work, in-house workshops address-
ing problems and concerns of the PBTEICBSD pro-
gram, and one-to-one contact with and observation
of other resource persons. And, of course, individual
reading and study of professional resources is
always appropriate.

The list of resource person do's and don'ts shown
in sample 18 provides a concise summary of key
points that are important in successfully fulfilling the
role of resource person.



SAMPLE 18

RESOURCE PERSON DO'S AND DON'TS

Do
EXPLAN MAT PSTEJCBSD IS
USE 1M MCDULES AS AN AID
SUPPUNEENT AND ADAPT THE MODULES

AS FOROPRIAIE
EXPIXTTEAMERS TO ABED HELP

SCHEDULE SMALL-GROJP DISCUSSIONS
LE 'T FOR INDIVIWAL

COWEIWNCES
***MI ASSESS THEIR,

MEEDSAND INTIEWSTS
CONMOT.LARGE-GROUP DISCUSSIONS

140N110111 TEACHER PROGRESS

PFX)VIDE PPE:WENT FEIMACK TO
TEAWERS

STRIVE FOR OBJECTIVE ASSESSMENT

ALLOW FOR DIFFERENT LEARNING
STYLES

ALLOW TEACHERS TO PROGRESS AT
TMIR OWN RATE

FACILITATE PEER GROUP DISCUSSIONS

FACILiTATE FIEU)OPEMENCES

MIN FIELD IRESOURCX PEOPLE

MANAGE YOUR TUE WISELY

11* *ROOM 'ice GUM
SEM AS MANOR. HELPER, AND
ASSESSOR

DON'T

JUST GIVE OUT TM STUDENT GUIDE
RELY TOTALLY ON THE II DULES
FORGET VOA TEACMRS' UNIQUE

NEEDS NV *MEM
EXPECT TIV*PX)DULES ID BE SELF-

INSTRUCTIONAL-1*Y ARE NOT
TELLTEACHERS 10 WORK ALONE
IGNORE 110)1VMUAL TEACMRS'

%WEDS

LET TEACMRS SELECT *MULES BY
THEMSELVES ,

LECTURE 01$111.6 S4-E CONTENT
AS COVERED BY .`THE -.

T.

LEAVE EVERYTHING TO 114E TEACHERS
RELY CONPLETELY on PAPER-AND.

PEW& TESTING
EXPECT 10 ACHENE CONPLEIE

OSIECTWITY
REQUIRE TI* SAME'ACTIVITIES OF

EVERYCME
EXPECT ALL TO ACHEVE COMPETENCE

AT T 164
EXPECT TEACHEMITO GET 'TOGETI4ER

BY THEMSELVES
LEAVE' .1. ARRAI,KPAENTS TO TM

PEGLECTIHE PREPARATION OF
FIELD 014100NNEL

ExPEar
LESS

HENTTA
SHIM YOUR RESPoNsenirtEs AS
RESOURCE PERSON
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Appendix A
DEVELOPMENT OF THE CENTER'S

PSTEICBSD MATERIALS

Development of the PBTE/CBSD materials in-
volved four major phases: (1) identification of impor-
tant teaching competencies (initial research base),
(2) development and testing of curricular materials,
(3) dissemination and implementation activities, and
(4) additional research and development, plus revi-
sion of the original curricular materials. These
phases are shown in diagram form In sample 19.

Phases 1-3 resulted in the publication of the 100
modules in the original PBTE/CBSD series. Phase
4 resulted in the publication of an additional 32
PBTE/CBSD modules, as well as revision of the
original 100 modules for incremental release in sec-
ond edition form.

Original PBTE/CBSD Series
Mittel research base (384 competencies). Work

began with two research projects designed to iden-
tify and verify the competencies important to
vocational-technical teachers responsible for
secondary and two-yrnr pcetsecondary programs.
Approximately 1,100 voe.ational-technical teachers,
supervisors, and teacher educators were involved
in this identificationiverffication effort.

First, the performance elements (competencies)
important to teachers in conventional vocational-
technical education programs were identified and
verified. Conventional programs were defined as
secondary and two-year postsecondary programs in
seven service areas: agricultural education,
business and office education, marketing and
distributive education, health occupations education,
home economics education, technical education,
and trade and industrial education.

Second, the performance elements (competen-
cies) important to teacher-coordinators in coop-
erative education programs were identified and
verified. The cooperative education programs in-
cluded those available through of -farm agricultural
programs, wage-earning home economics pro-
grams, office occupations programs, marketing and
distribution programs, special needs programs, and
trade and industrial programs.

The performance elements in each case were
identified through occupational analysis, starting
with a literature search and then using introspection
and interview techniques. The performance
elements were then verified through national critical-

incident studies and ratings provided by panels of
experts.

For teachers in conventional programs, 237 per-
formance elements were initially Identified and
clustered by staff into ten categories. A 21-member
panel of educators representing all seven service
areas and 19 states confirmed the relevance of the
ten categories, and panel ratings indicated that

94 percent of the performance elements
represented common competencies (those
needed by teachers in two or more of the seven
service areas studied), and
226 of the performance elements were impor-
tant to teacher success.

The national critical -incident survey verified the im-
portance of the 226 performance elements and iden-
tified an additional 30 important performance
elements that needed to be added to the lista total
of 256.

For teachers in cooperative education pro-
grans, 385 performance elements (Including those
from the previous study) were initially identified by
staff. Ratings provided by the 300 teachers involved
in the critical - incident study (50 teachers in each of
the six cooperative program areas) indicated that

92 percent of the performance elements
represented common competencies, and
385 performance elements (100 percent) were
important to teacher-coordinator success.

The final step in this phase involved merging the
results from the two research studies, which pro-
duced a list of 390 performance elements. The list
was then refined to eliminate duplication, producing
a final list of 384 performance elements, or com-
petencies, clustered into ten professional categories
(see appendix B). Finally, a set of performance-
oriented general objectives, each specifying the task
and the general criteria for evaluating a teacher's
performance of the stated task, was developed.

Development of curricular materials. Following
the competency identification/verification phase,
work was initiated to develop the curricular materials
needed to provide training in the competency areas
identified. The curricular materials were produced
in the form of modules (Individual learning
packages), each of which had as its base one or
more of the 384 competencies, thus providing solid
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assurance that the module objectives represented
the important skills actually needed by vocational-
technical teachers.

To further ensure that the materials would reflect
teachers' actual needs and would be acceptable to
the field, the module development process was
structured to provide maximum involvement of peo-
ple actively engaged in vocational-technical teacher
preparation. Faculty writing teams at two universities
(Oregon State University and the University of
Missouri-Columbia) drafted the initial set of
moduiec, with a Center staff mentor on site at each
university to facilitate the developmental effort and
ensure that tactility from all service areas were
represented.

A :gaol s system of module development, review,
and reviskin was followed to ensure quality control.
Responsibility for developing the pr nosed 123
modules was divided between the two universities.
After a given nodule was drafted and approved by
faculty at one site, the module was forwarded to
faculty at the other site and to Center staff for review
and critique. A synthesis of reviews was then
developed, and each module was revised by Center
staff on that basis. In some cases, revision involved
combining modules; as a result, the set of materials
prepared for initial testing included 118 modules.

Preliminary testing and revision. Initial testing
of the modules was carried out at Oregon State
University, the University of Missouri-Columbia, and
Temple University. Each of the 118 modules was
used by a minimum of ten preservice andior inser-
vice vocational-technical teachers at one or more of
the test sites. Reaction forms were completed by
each teacher for each module used and by each
resource person (e.g., faculty member or master
teacher) for each module administered. In addition,
in-depth taped interviews were conducted with
teachers and resource persons for a sampling of the
modules tested in order to clarify the written re-
actions and gain additional feedback.

Concurrent with the preliminary testing effort,
psychometric refinement of the objectives and
assessment devices for each module was carried out
by the California Testing Bureau of McGraw-Hill. In
addition, several modules covering specialized skills,
as well as several categories of modules, were
reviewed and critiqued by independent consultants
and subject-matter experts to ensure accuracy and
consistency.

Based on all this feedback, it was determined that
major revision was needed and that it should involve
the following tasks:

Improving and expanding the directions within
each module
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Sequencing module activities and materials
from front to back in order of use, rather than
presenting all the activity directions first and ap-
pending the materials
Making each module essentially self-contained
by developing information sheets to cover all
essential information, rather than referring the
user to outside references
Providing alternate activities each time a learn-
ing activity required the use of peers in order
to allow for the fact that some users might not
have ready access to peers
Providing optional activities for enrichment pur-
poses and to allow the learning experiences to
be more easily adapted to meet individual
needs
Adding graphic symbols to help guide the user
in working through a module
Recombining some elements and modules to
form more substantive competency clusters and
improve articulation among modules

Each module was revised accordingly by Center staff
in preparation for advanced testing, and the resulting
set of materials included 100 modules.

Advanced testing and refinement. Advanced
testing of the 100 modules was conducted at 18 sites
representing a wide range of geographic areas and
settings, as well as several different program struc-
tures. Feedback was gathered from each individual
using the modules and each resource person
guiding module use. Over 2,000 pre- and inservte
teachers and over 250 resource persons participated
in the testing. The resulting data showed the
modules, in general, to be highly effective in help-
ing both pre- and inservkm teachers to develop the
specified competencies.

Following advanced testing, each module was
refined in preparation for pubikmtion. Few sub-
stantive changes were necessary, and must revision
involved polishing and editing. Subsequent publica-
tion by the American Association for Vocational
Instructional Materials (AAVIM) provided the follow-
ing additional module improv3ments:

Several additional illustrations were included in
each module.
Explanatory material common to all modules
was moved to the inside back cover of each
module.
Color was used to identify each category, and
color screening was used to highlight samples
and enliven the illustrations.
Module content was typeset.
Modules were saddle-stitched and three-hole
punched; pages were perforated for easy
removal.



The Expanded Series
Additional research and development. Four

new duties of vocational-technical teachers were pin-
pointed in the years following the development of the
original PBTE/CBSD series Specifically, it became
clear that additional training materials were needed
to enable vocational-technical teachers and other
trainers to do the following:

Install and manage training programs embody-
ing the principles and concepts of competency-
based education (CBE)
Create learning environments that are accessi-
ble, accommodating, and equitable in meeting
the instructional needs of students with
special/ exceptional needs
integrate the teaching and reinforcement of
basic skills into their regular instruction
Plan and carry out instruction appropriate for
adult learners

in addition, teachers now needed help in learning
to combat problems of student chemical use.

In order to develop the materials needed in these
areas, staff convened a series of panels of
vocational-technical educators with expertise in each
of the areas identified. Panel members used a
DACUM consensus workshop approach to identify
the teactwer competencies needed for each area. The
competencies were then verified and clustered for
materials development purposes. The results of this
research were as follows:

Category K: Implementing CBEA ten-
member DACUM panel identified 83 competen-
cies for this duty area; this competency list was
merged with a list produced as part of an caller
study, and a final list of 84 competencies was
produced and verd (see appendix C). The
competencies were clustered into six functional
areas for materials ckwelopment purposes.
Category L: Serving Students with
SpecialfExceptional NeedsA series of
DACUM panels was convened for competency
identification. Each panel contained 8-11 ex-
perts in serving one type of special /exceptional
needs group: persona enrolled in programs
nontraditional for their sex, adults requiring
retraining, persons with limited English profi-
ciency; members of racial/ethnic minority
groups, urban/rural economically disadvantag-
ed, gifted and talented, mentally retarded, and
sensory and physically impaired.
Eight separate lists were produced, with a total
of 716 very specific performance elements. A
nine-member panel then reviewed the lists to
identify common elements. As a result, the eight
lists were merged and refined, and the resulting
lEM of 380 performance elements was sent out
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for verification. Clustering and synthesis of
those elements produced a listing of 50 com-
petencies (see appendix 0), which were
ultimately clustered into 13 functional areas for
materials development purposes.
Category M: Assisting Students in Improv-
ing Their Basic Sid lisA nine-member
DACUM panel identified a list of 80 competen-
cies for this duty area; this competency list was
refined by staff, and a final fist of 85 competen-
cies was produced and verified (see appendix
E). The competencies were clustered into six
functional areas for materials development
purposes.
Category N: Teaching AdultsA nine-
member DACUM panel identified a list of 50
competencies for this duty area; this competen-
cy list was refined by staff and verified by
experts in the field (see appendix F). The com-
petencies were clustered into six functional
areas for materials development purposes.
Module E-10: Combat Problems of Student
Chemical UseA seven-member DACUM
panel identified a list of 52 very specific perfor-
mance elements for this task; the list was re-
fined by staff, and a final list of 47 performance
elements was produced and verified. Cluster-
ing and synthesis of those elements produced
a listing of four competencies (see appendix G).

Once developed by staff and selected consultants,
Module E-10 and the modules in Categories K-M
were field tested at 20 institutions (including second-
ary schools, two-year postsecondary institutions, and
four-year colleges/universities) in 17 states and
Canada. The modules in Category N were subjected
to extensive field review and critique. The materials
were then revised, and the resulting 32 modules
were delivered to AAVIM for publication and
distribution.

Revision of the original series. Many of the 100
modu:es in the original series are in second edition,
as is this guide. User feedback from extensive
module use, as well as the passage of time, called
for the updating of the content, resources, and il-
lustrations in the original materials. in addition, some
revisions were necessary in order to make the
original materials more consistent with the content
of the 32 new modules developed. Finally, effort was
made to modify the terminology somewhat in order
to make the contert more applicable to the wide
range of settings in which occupational instructors
and trainers are being prepared.

Articulation among competency lists. As each
new duty area (Categories K--N) or competency area
(Module E-10) was analyzed, the DACUM panelists
were asked to identify competencies that (1) were
unique to the c-oa being analyzed, (2) were of critical
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importance to effective teacher performance in that
area, and/or (3) required an approach or application
that was significantly different from that used by the
"regular" vocational-technical teacher. As a result,
there is some overlap among the competency lists
in appendices 8-F.

However, in the development of the new modules
and in the revision of the original 100 modules. care
was taken to avoid large-scale repetition of content.
Content was presented in depth in only one module.
ff that same content needed to be covered in another
module, it was presented only as a reminder, and
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the reader was referred through a footnote to the
module that is the primary source of that informa-
tion. Or, it was presented only in terms of its unique
applications relative to the specific skill in question.

Training for Module Use
Joint dissemination and training activities are con-

ducted by Center staff in cooperation with the
publisher (AAVIM) and numerous user institutions,
firms, and agencies.
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56. bwoles the students in plavilng a unit

74 M idiili In the p(SpamUcn of tretructional

C. Instructional Execution

70. Conduct field trips.
80. DIrect students hi gathering Information from sources In

the ccmmunr$
01. conduct sympoehmw.
02. Conduct brainelomthig sessions.
63. Chief student preiant5tlona.
84. Chief students In lntructlng other studenla.
55. DIrect elnndsticn techniques.
56. Conduct group supervised study.
87. DIrect student labortoiy experience.
85. DIrect students In applying problam.soMng tochniqts.
55. piesrri hifomwtlan through au study problems.
go. Present hitonnathon by the ProSct method.
01. DIrect student study of texthcoks, bulietina, end

92. Direct student study of hifonnation sod assignment

93 DIrect students In praparing lM,oratosy rk or lob plans.
04. GuIde stuilent progrees through the use of operatIon

andlor jOb sheets.
05. L group diecueslons.
96. Conduct .anel cuwions.
9 Conduct biz groups.
95. Employ the question box tochnique.
90. Enby rolepha$ng techniques.

100. k*odw* a lesson.
101. ObtaIn ummaiy for a lesson,
102. ioy ond questioning techniqu

1 Aclmcetedge student vsi and nonr ou
104. Enrich instruction to challenge the abilities of the more

10?. Employ rewerd techniques.
108. Esh I ismas of ,ete.nce to enable the students to

UfldihIiijd 0 situation from several paints of view
1 Apply rabaI techniques.
110. Chmwst.1Je a n'dpuleIlve aIWL
111. Pmew*a anaplor p.lnchple through a demonabstion.
112. 08vealectuis.

113. Give en lfltitrated talk.
114 Praint ln1cimaI$a with ana)oes
115. ant kifomtstion by see of lndMdsetiaed kilniction.
118. Present L metlon through teem leechiog.

117. Ghewasslgnmsit.
118. Present lnhgmstlan with the Ince of a resource

110. Present Irdomiallon with butiethi boards.
1 Thsun* Information wIth
121. Ilkrmto with models and reel chisels.
1 Present lnfornwtionwisi an avedeed projector.
123. Thpeent bdnns$on with an opaque prolector.
124. Preos.A information with flbnsMps.

126. Ptsuent hdonuation with etides.

121 Present Information wIth eased motion pictures.

127 Pvaar4 kifumiation h single flhns.

l Present infonnaUn with en aidlo iiia.

129. Preaenthjoimallo,wlthavldeomonrderorcbs&clrcult

D. Instructional Evaluation
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Appendix C
MASTER UST OF PERFORMANCE ELEMENTS

FOR MODULE CATEGORY K: Implementing CBE

1. Determine the roles, functions, and charac-
teristics of a CBE teacher and assess your
qualifications and willingness to perform in
those roles.

2. Observe programs where CBE is being used.
3. Participate in someone else's CBE program as

a student.
4. Enroll in courses and workshops covering CBE.
5. Keep up-to-date with what's going on in/with

CBE (e.g., by reading the literature, attending
conferences).

6. Increase your skills in developing rapport and
communicating openly (e.g., with admin-
istrators).

7. Provide information to orient administrators to
CBE and to the need for alternative grading
procedures.

8. Orient advisory committee to CBE and your CBE
Program.

9. Orient employers to the individualized,
competency-based approach.

10. Orient counselors and teachers in, feeder
schools to the CBE program.

11. Orient the community to competency-based
instruction.

12. Promote your CBE program, explaining the ad-
vantages of this approach to prospective
students.

13. Identify basic materials, equipment, and
facilities needed, quantities needed, and their
costs and sources.

14. Plan the physical arrangement of facilities and
major equipment.

15. Organize a resource center, including provision
for storage of software.

16. Provide an environment conducive to viewing
media and listening to tapes without
distractions.

17. Evaluate the physical placement of equipment
and facilities.

18. Arrange for the purchase and/or duplication of
multiple copies of materies.

19. Ensure that a relevant record-keeping system
exists for CBE (developed statewide, institu-
tionally, or by instructor).

20. Establish a "grading" procedure consistent with
CBE and institutional requirements.

21. Determine time periods during which it is
reasonable for students to enter the program.

22. Encourage the administration to provide a
reasonable student-teacher ratio.

23. Organize field-based instructional settings.
24. Develop a task list
25. Cluster tasks.
26. Sequence tasks.
27. Secure advisory committee verification of task

lists.
28. Determine limits of program content.
29. Assist in determining student selection criteria

for your CBE program.
30. Set standards to assess student readiness for

exit or advanced placement.
31. Specify levels at which students can enter in-

dirstry, as correlated with task clusters.
32. Return to industry to ensure that you, as a CBE

instructor, can perform the specific skills that are
taught In the program.

33. Assess the effectiveness of the way in which
tasks are clustered and sequenced.

34. Determine whether instructional materials will
be secured elsewhere, adapted, or developed
locally.

35. Determine sources of CBE curriculum materials.
36. Modify materials secured from other sources.
37. Develop appropriate instructional materials.
38. Develop skills in writing clear, precise instruc-

tional materials that communicate to students.
39. Develop an awareness of how multimedia can

be used in the classroom/kb (where each works
best, when, etc.).

40. Gain skill in working with a wide variety of
media.

41. Establish format for instructional materials.

SOURCE: The competencies on this list were identified. verified. and refined as part of a National CenterfOSU project directed by James B. Hamilton:
project staff included Lola 43. Harrington. Michael E. Wonaccitt. and Cheryl M. Lowry; Glen E. Fardig of the Ursiverelty at Central Florida served as conied-
lent. The DACUM competency identffication panel included the following educators with expertise in implementing competency -based education; Odell
Chism. Robert Dubanosid, Neil Rinke. Sell Nicholtion. Robert Remelts. Richard SecHecek, William Shoat, Kris Sitter. Michael Seethed:ler. and Ann %reed°.
See appendix A. p. 50, for additional Information on the competency identification process.
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42. Establish, for each task, minimal acceptable in-
dustry standards to be met.

43. Establish general time lines for completion of in-
dividual competencies.

44. Develop assessment devices (skill tests, perfor-
mance tests, written tests, pre- and post-tests).

45. Identify the learning activities required to learn
the task.

46. Design student learning activities.
47. Select materials to support the learning activities

specified.
48. Ensure that copyright laws are not violated

within locally developed materials or by the
reproduction of outside materials.

49. Conduct ongoing evaluation of instructional
materials to ensure that they do what they are
supposed to do.

50. Assess the readability level of materials for par-
ticular students.

51. Assess materials periodically to ensure that the
content Is up-to-date (e.g., in terms of the tasks
covered and references to the resources
required).

52. Develop the skills necessary to manage and
coordinate multiple, diverse learning activities.

53. Maintain a safe, ordered, yet flexible learning
environment (job atmosphere).

54. Function as a learning manager, being willing
to let students work on their own, with your trust.

55. Gain skill in using a wide variety of teaching
techniques well.

56. Provide for the development of competency-
based programs unique to individual student
needs.

57. Schedule individual/group learning experiences.
58. Involve students in providing assistance to other

students.
59. Coordinate student activities occurring in dif-

ferent areas (learning activities, lab main-
tenance).

60. Manage the storage and use of CBE materials,
equipment, records, and overall inventory of
supplies, tools, and other materials.

61. Develop a system for students to check
materials in and out as required.
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62. Establish student performance data-collection
procedures.

63. Provide for continual performance feedback to
students.

64. Conduct student performance assessment of
occupational competencies.

65. Maintain appropriate individual records of stu-
dent progress (e.g., start, stop, achievement of
competencies).

66. Evaluate your management procedures (e.g.,
record-keeping, "grading").

67. Orient students to the CBE concepts.
68. Orient students to the assessment system.
69. Orient students to the learning materials.
70. Orient students to their roles and responsibilities

in CBE.
71. Orient students to specific skills available

through your course.
72. Orient students to the CBE fachlies (e.g.,

resource center, records storage).
73. Assess students to determine needs, abilities,

and goals.
74. Assist students in determining whether this

specific CBE program is appropriate to their
needs, abilities, goals.

75. Work with students to devise individual learn-
ing plans (e.g., use of contracts).

76. Develop the counseling skills needed to deal
with working with students on a one-on-one, in-
dividualized basis.

77. Know when to counsel and when (and where)
to refer.

78. Counsel/advise students in self - assessment of
their progress through the CBE program.

79. Employ constructive criticism.
80. Sustain motivation by a generous use of praise

for a Job well done.
81. Encourage open communication such that

students feel free to ask for help.
82. Assist students in developing self-motivation.
83. Allow students to experiment, knowing that

"failure" at that point can be a learning ex-
perience and that they can continue to practice
until they succeed.

84. Evaluate student progress.



Appendix D
PIASTER UST OF PEIVIMMANCE ELEMENTS

FOR MODULE CATEGORY L:
Serving Students with SpeciallExceptiernd Nee&

1. Define your role In serving exceptional students.
2. Review your attitude toward exceptional

students.
3. Improve your knowkidge, skills, and experience

regarding exceptional students.
4. Identify students who appear to have excep-

tional needs and abilities.
5. Identify the exceptional needs and abilities of

students.
6. Diagnose the spectfic needs/abilities of stu-

dents.
7. Interpret results of diagnosis of students'

needs/abilities.
8. Gather and interpret basic information about ex-

ceptional students.
9. Identify modifications required in program goals

and objectives and occupational tasks in fight
of students' exceptional needs.

10. Prepare a tentative individual training plan.
11. Conduct a planning meeting to finalize the in-

dividual training plan.
12. Evaluate instructional materials for bias.
13. Evaluate instructional materials against the

capabilities of your exceptional students.
14. Adapt, develop, or select instructional materials

for your exceptional students.
15. Consult with students about their exceptional

reeds and modifications needed in the learn-
ing envh ailment.

16. Analyze the learning environment for modifies-
bons needed to serve your exceptional students.

17. Make needed modification to the learning en-
vironment for exceptional students.

18. Inform students about their peers with special
needs.

19. Demonstrate acceptance of students with
special needs,

20. Provide activities to allow students to interact,
cooperate, and relate to one another.

21. Encourage student support groups.
22. Base the selection of teaching techniques on the

general principles of good teaching.

23. Individualize instruction for exceptional
students.

24. Reinforce Instruction for exceptional students.
25. Use spedfic imtivities to remedial& accelerate,

and accommodate a variety of student needs.
26. Communicate actively with students.
27. Commmcate honestly with students.
28. Communicate fairly with students.
29. Communkate understandably with students.
30. Use assessment techniques appropriate to the

exceptional needs of students.
31. Minimize the fear of testing.
32. Record results of assessment of exceptional

needs students' progress.
33. Provide frequent and continual feedback to ex-

ceptional needs students.
34. Use an mate grading system for excep-

tional needs students.
35. Identify exceptional needs students who need

assistance with personallsocial problems.
36. Develop rapport with exceptional needs

students.
37. Counsel students with specific personal/social

problems.
38. Refer students to other professionals if

necessary.
39. Assist exceptional 'weds students in develop-

ing decision-making skills.
40. Assist exceptional needs students in increasing

self-awareness.
41, Assist exceptional needs students gaining

career awareness.
42. Assist exceptional needs students in setting and

scrawling realistic career goals and plans.
43. Assure advisory representation with cognizance

of the needs of exceptional needs students.
44. Gather specific employment opportunity infor-

mation for students with exceptional needs.
45. Identify the employability needs of exceptional

needs students.
46. Plan techniques to meet the employability needs

of exceptional needs students.

&MICE: The competoncles on this list we identified, verltled. end maned as part of p Nadonal Center/OSU project &acted by James a Hamilton;
project staff included Lois G. iterrincton, Michael E. Wontscatt, Karin Lg. Quinn, Cneryl M. Lowry, and others Approximately $0 vocatiorial-tadmipti
teachers and monism hem throughout the United States served on the eight MUM compMexy lemon panels, one for each of the special/et-
cePtiorall mods Wm** Whaled el the shatlY. See appendix A. p. 50. for edretiorste Intonation on the competency idea ion poems.
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47. Help students with exceptional needs obtain
employment.

48. Identify prospective students with exceptional
needs.

49. Select and use appropriate recruitment
strategies with students with exceptional needs.

50. Use promotion to gain school and community
support and to establish the credibility of your
program in preparing students with special
needs for employment.
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Appendix E
MASTER LIST OF PERFORMANCE ELEMENTS

FOR MODULE CATEGORY M:
Assisting Students in Improving Their Basic Skills

1. Accept your responsibility for the provision of
reading instruction.

2. Identify the reading skills required for entry into
the tradeIvocation.

3. Assess students' reading abilities.
4. Diagnose students' readirg problems and

reading levels.
5. Use care in interpreting existing student

records.
6. Identify available instructional materials written

at the appropriate reading level.
T. Use appropriate support personnel and

materials.
8. Demonstrate a positive attitude toward reading.
9. Create a classroom environment conducive to

reading.
10. Provide incentives to encourage student

improvement.
11. Use students' special vocational interests to

motivate them to read.
12. Teach appropriate technical and related

vocabulary.
13. Demonstrate practical reading tips (e.g., skim-

ming, pointing, underlining).
14. Develop students' ability to follow written in-

structions (e.g., have students read instructions
and perform a specific series of hands-on
activities).

15. Individualize reading instruction (e.g., through
the use of modules).

16. Use small groups/pairings in reading activities.
17. Use reading games (e.g., crossword puzzles,

word scrambles, word searches).
18. Use audiovisual techniques (e.g., audiotape

reading assignments).
19. Assist students in using self-evaluation tech-

niques to determine their reading compre-
hension.

20. Provide opportunities for the practice and re-
inforcement of reading.

21. Accept your responsibility for the provision of
writing Instruction.

22. identify the writing skills required for entry into
the tradelvocation.

23. Assess students' writing abilities.
24. Diagnose students' writing problems (e.g., in

spelling, clarity, punctuation, grammar).
25. Provide standards for written materials (e.g., for

spelling, clarity, punctinstion, grammar).
26. Provide markt3 formats for written materials (e.g.,

memos, reports, business letters, work orders).
27. Provide vocationally related writing assign-

ments.
28. Assign writing topics related to students' special

vocational interests.
29. Encourage student use of appropriate technical

and related vocabulary.
30. Individualize writing instruction.
31. Use writing games (e.g., paragraph scrambles).
32. Provide opportunities for students to critique

writing samples.
33. Assist students in using self-evaluation tech-

niques to determine their writing ability.
34, Correct students' writing errors (e.g., in spell-

ing, clarity, punctuation, grammar).
35. Accept your responsibility for the provision of

oral communication instruction.
36. Identify the oral communication skills required

for entry into the trade/vocation.
37. Assess students' oral communication skills

(speaking and listening).
38. Diagnose students' oral communication prob-

lems (e.g., in grammar, pronunciation, clarity).
39. Teach appropriate technical and relate'J

vocabulary.
40. Encourage student use of appropriate technical

and related vocabulary.
41. Correct students' errors in speech (e.g., by

focusing on one or two errors at a time).
42. Develop students' awareness of body language

(nonverbal communication).
43. Use oral questioning techniques.
44. Ask students to repeat written and oral instruc-

tions to ensure their understanding.

SOURCE: The competencies on this Vet were identified. verified. and refined as part of a National CentedOSU protect directed by James 13. Hamilton;
project staff included Lois G. Harrington. Michael E. Wonaoon, Catherine C. Fitch, Elizabeth Kendall, and cetera The DACUM competency id ion
panel included the following educators with expertise in assisting students in improving their basic skills: Milton Arnold, Laws Cain, Walliun Chandler.
Jim Frazier. Jackie Marshal. Teresa Paige. Thomas Peterson. Marie Schernitz. and Nancy Underwood. See appendix A. p. 50. for additional Information
on the competency klentificadon process.
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45. Use role-playing techniques to improve oral
communication.

46. Use oral communication games (e.g., rumor,
one-way communication).

47. Have students give small- and large-group oral
presentations.

48. Provide opportunities for students to practice
their listening skills.

49. Teach techniques for using the telephone
effectively.

50. Provide simulated and real-life opportunities for
telephone use.

51. Assist students in using media to evaluate their
own performance and progress.

52. Use guest speakers to stimulate student dis-
cussion.

53. Encourage students to take advantage of the op-
portunities for communication available through
participation In vocational student organizations.

54. Accept your responsibility for the provision of
math instruction.

55. identify the math skills required for entry into the
tradelvocatlon.

56. Identify the math skills required to succeed in
the vocational program.

57. Assess students' math skills.
58. Diagnose students' math deficiencies (e.g., in-

ability to add and subtract).
59. Assess the appropriateness of math-related ex-

planations In your instructional materiali.
60. identify available math-related materials ap-

propriate to students' abilities and your voca-
tional area.

61. Use appropriate support personnel and ma-
terials.

62. Teach appropriate technical and related math
vocabulary.

63. individualize math instruction.
64. Use students' special vocational interests to

motivate them to develop their math skills.
65. Provide practical math application activities

(e.g., computing income tax, balancing
checkbook, computing supply orders).

66. Provide simulated and real-life opportunities for
math usage (e.g., through business situations).

67. Use audiovisual aids to teach and reinforce
math concepts.

68. Use tutors (e.g., students, retirees, volunteers)
to aid students in improving math skills.

69. Assist students in using self-evaluation
techniques.

70. Accept your responsibility for the provision of
survival skills instruction.

71. Assist students in clarifying their values.
72. Assist students in setting realistic short-term and

long-term goals.
73. Assist students in developing personal decision-

making skills.
74. Assist students in dealing with a multiplicity of

adult roles and responsibilities.
75. Promote good safety habits.
76. Assist students in developing appropriate per-

sonel hygiene and nutrition habits.
77. Assist students in developing time management

skills.
78. Provide opportunities for students to improve

their interpersonal relationship skills (e.g.,
through the vocational student organization).

79. Assist students in developing personal financial
skills.

80. Help students to become more knowledgeable
consumers.

81. Teach students to use reference books (e.g.,
telephone book, dictionary, maps, thesaurus).

82. Help students identify, understand, and use
sources of career information.

83. Prepare students to find, obtain, retain, and
properly exit employment.

84. Assist students in developing an awareness of
their legal rights and responsibilities on the job
(e.g.. knowledge of minimum wage laws).

85. Assist students in developing an awareness of
their rights, responsibilities, and benefits as
employees (e.g., knowledge of company policy,
insurance benefits, and promotion policy).
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Appendix F
MASTER LIST OF PERFORMANCE ELEMENTS
FOR MODULE CATEGORY N: Teaching Adults

1. Demonstrate knowledge of differences between
andra909Y and pedagogy.

2. Demonstrate knowledge of factors that motivate
adult learners.

3. Demonstrate knowledge of life responsibilities
of the adult learner.

4. Analyze own personal development process.
5. Analyze own learning experiences.
8. Analyze own learning styles.
7. Prepare a personal professional development

Plan.
8. Assess training needs.
9. Develop customized training.

10. Provide for distance learning options.
11. Describe your program.
?.. Recruit learners.

Monitor learner satisfaction.
.%ssess program outcomes.

i. Report program results (outcomes).
16. Establish external linkages.
17. Establish internal linkages.
18. Identify support services for overcoming

barriers.
19. Assess learners' prerequisite skills.
20. Assess learners' prior experiences.
21. Clarify learners' goals.
22. Analyze learners' learning styles.
23. Verify correct placement of learner in training

program.
24. Maintain training record and related data.
25. Determine (job-related) learning objectives

Wised on needs assessment.
28. Maintain proper balance between meeting

learner needs and content requirements.
27. Employ a variety of instructional techniques.
28. Match instructional techniques to learning

atYlea.

29. Employ instructional strategies to increase
learners' confidence.

30. Employ instructional strategies to increase
group cohesion.

31. Employ coaching techniques to reinforce
learning.

32. Select, ckweliv, or modify materials to meet
learners' needs.

33. Employ new educational technology (e.g., in-
teractiNe video, videotape, computer-assisted
instruction).

34. Provide for physiological needs of Individual
learners.

35. Manage physical environment.
36. Demonstrate sensitivity to sociocultural

differences.
37. Demonstrate skill in working with an LEP

population.
38. Establish adult-to-adult rapport.
39. Use language relevant and appropriate to the

adult learner.
40. Demonstrate acceptance of adult as a learning

resource.
41. Relate classroom activities to experiences of

learners.
42. Respond to the need of the adult to be

independent.
43. Create a participatory environment.
44. Serve as a role model in learning.
45. Adjust pace of instruction to individual learners.
46. Advise learners on career placement.
47. Provide support services.
48. identify avai lable referral sOMCOS.
49. Employ collaborative assessment techniques.
50. Conduct follow-up assessment to see if need

has been met.

SOURCE: The competencies on this 1 were identified. verified, and refined as part of a National Center/08U project directed by Robert E. Norton;
project Neff included Lois O. Harrtngton Catherine C. Fact% Kathleen Kopp. and David J. Kalwrxte. The DACUMcomPetencY Identificattil pawl Maxi
ad the folknykig educators with expertise In teaching Mille Doe Hentechel David Holmes. Joanne .fort, Jean Lowe. Jim Menapwas, Norma Milanovich.
Cube MMer. Donald Welter. an' Michael a Spewok. See appendix A. p. 50, for additions., Information on the competency idenorication prooess.
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Appendix G
MASTER LIST OF PERFORMANCE ELEMENTS

FOR MODULE E -10
Combat Problems of Student Chemical Use

1. Prepare yourself to deal with student use of
alcohol and other drugs.

2. Use prevention techniques in dealing with stu-
dent use of alcohol and other drugs.

3. Use intervention techniques In dealing with stu-
dent use of alcohol and other drugs.

4. Use support and follow-up techniques in deal-
ing with student use of alcohol and other drugs.

SOURCE: The ccearetencies on this UM Vicifik Identified, wit:Med. and relined as part of a National Center/OSU project directed by James B.
project staff included MIchael E. Woman. Lots G. Rentals:in, and others, The DACUM exnpekincy Identification panel Included the following edeoetcrs
with enmities in combating problems of student chemical usc Earl Emery, Marl Kaptaln, Thomas f.Melir, Oft Mar, Thome Murray. V am Segeleon,
end Mike Slecyk See appendix A, p. 50. for additional Information on the competency iderdifictaion process.
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Appendix H
MODULE TITLES AND ASSOCIATED PERFORMANCE ELEMENTS

Category A
PROGRAM PLANNING, DEVELOPMENT, AND EVALUATION

Performance
Module Title Elements

A-1 Prepare for a Community Survey 1-12, 14, 15
A-2 Conduct a Community Survey 13, 16, 17

A-3 Report the Findings of a Community Survey 18, 19

A-4 Organize an Occupational Advisory Committee 20. 24

A-5 Maintain an Occupational Advisory Committee 25, 29

A-6 Develop Program Goals and Objectives 30, 31, 36, 52
A-7 Conduct an Occupational Analysis 32-35
A-8 Develop a Course of Study 34-38
A-9 Develop Long-Range Program Plans 40-45

A-10 Conduct a Student Follow-Up Study 46-48
A-11 Evaluate Your Vocational Program 49-51

fttegory
INSTRUCTIONAL PLANNING

Performance
Module Title Elements

B-1 Determine Needs and Interests of Students 55

5-2 Develop Student Performance Objectives 39, 53, 54

5-3 Develop a Unit of Instruction 56-61

5-4 Develop a Lesson Plan 62-69
5-5 Select Student instructional Materials 70-72, 75
5-6 Prepare Teacher-Made instructional Materials 73, 74, 76-78

NOTE. The pertormanct elements for the modules rn Cetegones A-J (with the excephon of Module E-10) are listed in append x B.
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Category C
INSTRUCTIONAL. EXECUTION

Performance
Module This Elements

C-1 Direct Field Trips 79, 80

C-2 Conduct Group Discussions, Panel Discussions, 81, 95, 96
and Symposiums

C-3 Employ Brainstorming, Buzz Group, and Question 82, 97, 38
Box Techniques

C-4 Direct Students in instructing Other Students 83, 84

C-5 Employ Simulation Techniques 85, 99

C-6 Guide Student Study 86, 91, 92, 117, 221

C-7 Direct Student Laboratory Experience 87, 93, 94

C-8 Direct Students in Applying Problem-Solving Techniques 88, 89

C-9 Employ the Project Method 90

C-10 Introduce a Lesson 100

C-11 Summarize a Lesson 101

C-12 Employ Oral Questioning Techniques 102

C-13 Employ Reinforcement Techniques 103, 105, 107, 109

C-14 Provide Instruction for Slower and More Capable Learners 104, 106

C-15 Present an illustrated Talk 108, 112-114

C-16 Demonstrate a Manipulative Skill 110

C-17 Demonstrate a Concept or Principle 111

C-18 Individualize Instruction 115, 143

C-19 Employ the Team Teaching Approach 116

C-20 Use Subject Matter Experts to Present information 118, 130

C-21 Prepare Bulletin Boards and Exhibits 119, 120

C-22 Present Information with Models, Real Objects, 121, 136
and Flannel Boards

C-23 Present information with Overhead and Opaque Materials 122, 123

C-24 Present Information with Filmstrips and Slides 124, 125

C-25 Present Information with Films 126, 127

C-26 Present Information with Audio Recordings 128, 131

C-27 Present Information with Televised and Videotaped 129, 132
Materials

C-28 Employ Programmed instruction 133, 135

C-29 Present Information with the Chalkboard and Flip Chart 137, 138

NOTE: The performance elements for the modules in Categor;es A-J (with the exception of Module E-10) are listed In appendix B.
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Category D
INSTRUCTIONAL EVALUATION

Module

D-1

D-2

D-3

04

Ttde

Establish Student Performance Criteria

Assess Student Performance: Knowledge

Assess Student Performance: Attitudes

Assess Student Performance: Skills

D-5 Determine Stuckwit Grades

D-6 Evaluate Your Instructional Effectiveness

Performance
Elements

139

142, 149-153, 156-160

142, 149, 156, 158-160

141, 142, 144-146, 154,
155. 157, 159, 160

140, 147

148, 161-164

Category E
INSTRUCTIONAL MANAGEMENT

Module

E-1

E-2

E-3

E-4

E-5

E-6

E-7

E-8

E-9

Tftle

Project Instructional Resource Needs

Manage Ye:Jr Budgeting and Reporting Responsibilities

Arrange for Improvement of your Vocational Fat

Maintain a Filing System

Provide for Student Safety

Provide for the First Aid Needs of Students

Assist Students in Developing Self-Discipline

Organize the Vocational Laboratory

Manage the Vocational Laboratory

E-10 Combat Problems of Student Chemical Use

Performanc
Elements

165-167

168-170, 172-175, 177

171

176, 178-182

183, 185

184

186-191

194, 198, 199

192, 193, 195-197,
200, 201

1-4

NOTE: The performance elements for the modules In Categories (with the exception of Module E-1D) are listed in appendix 0.

The performance elements for Module E-10 are hated in appendix G.
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Category F
GUIDANCE

Module

F-1

F-2

F-3

F-4

F-5

Title

Gather Student Data Using Formal Data-Collection
Techniques

Gather Student Data Through Personal Contacts

Use Conferences to Help Meet Student Needs

Provide Information on Educational and Career
Opportunities

Assist Students in Applying for Employment or Further
Education

Performance
Elements

202-208. 212, 222, 223,
228, 229

209, 212, 214-216, 222,
226

210-212, 217-220, 222,
224, 225, 227

212, 213, 222. 230, 231

212, 232-235

Category G
SCHOOL-COMMUNITY RELATIONS

Module

G-1

G-2

G-3

G-4

G-5

G-6

0-7

3-8

0-9

0-10

Title

Develop a School-Community Relations Plan for Your
Vocational Program

Give Presentations to Promote Your Vocational Program

Develop Brochures to Promote Your Vocational Program

Prepare Displays to Promote Your Vocational Program

Prepare News Releases and Articles Concerning Your
Vocational Program

Arrange for Television and Radio Presentations Concerning
Your Vocational Program

Conduct an Open House

Work with Members of the Community

Work with State and Local Educators

Obtain Feedback about Your Vocational Program

Performance
Elements

238-239, 248

240, 246

241

242

243

244, 245

247

249-256

257, 258, 267-269

259-266

NOTE The performenoe elements for the modules in Categories A-,1 (with the exception of Module EI0) are listed in appendix 8.
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Category H
VOCATIONAL STUDENT ORGANIZATION

Module

H-1

H-2

H-3

11-4

H-5

1+6

Title

Develop a Personal Philosophy Concerning Vocational
Student Organizations

Establish a Vocational Student Organization

Prepare Vocational Student Organization Members for
Leadership Roles

Assist Vocational Student Organization Members in
Developing and Financing a Yearly Program of Activities

Supervise Activities of the Vocational Student
Organization

Guide Participation In Vocational Student Organization
Contests

Performance
Elements

270

270-275, 277, 280, 292

276, 278, 279, 282, 295

281, 286, 287, 289

283-285, 288, 290, 291,
293.298

294-2C7

Cate Wm/ I
PROFESSIONAL ROLE AND DEVELOPMENT

Module

1-1

1-2

1-3

1-4

1-5

1-6

1-7

1-8

Tide

Keep Up-to-date Professionally

Serve Your Teaching Profession

Develop an Active Personal Philosophy of Education

Serve the School and Community

Obtain a Suitable Teaching Position

Provide Laboratory Experiences for Prospective Teachers

Plan the Student Teaching Experience

Supervise Student Teachers

Professional
Elements

299, 304, 318, 319

300, 305-309

301-303

310-312, 321, 322

313-317, 320

323, 325

324-326, 330

327-329

NOTE: The performance elements for the modules In Categories A-,1 (with the axcription of Module E-10) are listed in appendix B.



Clanton' J
COORDINATION OF COOPERATIVE EDUCATION

Module

J-1

J-2

J4
J4
J-5

J-6

J-7

J-8

J-9

J-10

Title

Establish Guidelines for Your Cooperative Vocational
Program

Manage the Attendance, Transfers, and Terminations of
Co-op Students

Enroll Students in Your Co-op Program

Secure Training Stations for Your Co-op Program

Place Co-op Students on the Job

Develop the Training Ability of On-the-Job instructors

Coordinate On- the -Job Instruction

Evaluate Co-op Students' On-the-Job Performance

Prepare for Students' Related Instruction

Supervise an Employer-Employee Appreciation Event

Performance
Elements

331, 339, 341, 354-356

370-372

332-336

337, 340, 342-345

337, 338, 346-353, 357

359, 360, 365, 380-382

358, 361-364, 366-369

374-478

379, 383, 384

373

Category K
IMPLEMENTING COMPETENCY-BASED EDUCATION (CBE)

Module

K-1

K-2

K-3

K-4

K-5

K-6

Title

Prepare Yourself for CBE

Organize the Content for a CBE Program

Organize Your Class and Lab to Install CBE

Provide Instructional Materials for CBE

Manage the Daily Routines of Your CBE Program

Guide Your Students Through the CBE Program

Performance
Elements

1-12

24-33

13-23

34-51

52-66

67-84

PTE The performance elements for the modules In Categories A-.1 {with the exception of Module E.10) are fisted in appendix B.

The performance elements for Category K are listed in appendix C.
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Category L
SERVING STUDENTS WITH SPECIAL/EXCEPTIONAL NEEDS

Performance
Module Title Elements

L-1 Prepare Yourself to Serve Exceptional Students 1-3
L-2 Identify and Diagnose Exceptional Students 4-7
L-3 Plan Instruction for Exceptional Students 8-10
L4 Provide Appropriate instructional Materials for Exceptional 11-13

Stucktnts

L-5 Modify the Learning Environment for Exceptional Students 14-16
L4 Promote Peer Acceptance of Exceptional Students 17-20
L-7 Use Instructional Techniques to Meet the Needs of 21-25

Exceptional Students

L-8 Improve Your Communication Skins 26-29
L-9 Assess the Progress of Exceptional Students 30-34
L-10 Counsel Exceptional Students with Personal-Social

Problems 35-38
L-11 Assist Exceptional Students in Developing Career 39-42

Planning Skills

L-12 Prepare Exceptional Students for Employability 43-47
L13 Promote Your Vocational Program with Exceptional

Students 48-50

Cater:NY II
ASSISTING STUDENTS IN IMPROVOIG THEIR BASIC SKILLS

Performance
Module Title Elements

M-1 Assist Students in Achieving Basic Reading Skills 1, 3-5, 8-10, 13, 15-20
M-2 Assist Students in Developing Technical Reading Skills 2, 6, 7, 11, 12, 14
M-3 Assist Students in improving Their Writing Skills 21-34
M-4 Assist Students in Improving Their Oral Communication 35-53

Skills

M-5 Assittt Students in improving Their Math Skills 54-69
M-6 Assist Students in improving Their Survival Skills 70-85

NOTE: The performance elements kw the Category 1. are listed in appendix D.

The performance elements for Celerity IA are listed In appendix E.
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COWRY N
TEACHING ADULTS

Performance
Module Title Elements

N-1 Prepare to Work with Adult Learners 1-7

N-2 Market an Adult Education Program 8-18

N-3 Determine Individual Training Needs 19-24

N4 Plan Instruction for Adults 25-28

N-5 Manage the Adult instructional Process 27-48

N-6 Evaluate the Performance of Adults 49-50

NOTE The performance elements for Category N are fisted fn appendix F.
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S

C
-12

C
-13

C
-14

C
-15

C
-18

C
-17

C
-18

C
-19

C
-20

C
-21

C
-22

0-1

12.7

18.9

15.1

14.1

8.6

9.8

12.0

20.0

5.0

8.2

8.9

2-3

41.5

48.9

46.2

48.5

37.5

41.5

44.0

61.8

50.0

34.5

332

4-6

33.B

25.2

24.4

25.3

41.4

32.5

26.0

14.5

20.0

35.4

31.6

7-10

9.9

6.3

10.1

10.1

7.3

11.4

11.0

15.0

13.3

12.7

11-15

0.7

1.4

2.5

3.0

3.4

1.8

5.0

8.0

1.316 + 1.4

1.4

1.7

1.0

1.7

3.3

2.0

3.8

10.0

2.7

8.3

77



HOURS C-23 C-U C-Trz C-26 C-27 C-28 C-29

0-1 19.0 i 3.8 11.3 20.8 20.0 15.2 23.8
2-3 44.0 50.8 41.5 542 48.7 51.5 33.3
4-8 27,4 28.2 34.0 16.7 26.7 24.2 28.6
7-141 7.1 7.7 9.4 4.2 - 9.1 11.1
11 -15 2.4 3.1 1.9 6.7 - 1.6
le + - 1.5 1.9 4.2 - - 1.6

HOURS D-1

CATEGORY D: INSTRUCTIONAL. EVALUATION

D-2 0-3 D-4 0-5 04
0-1 12.7 1.2 3.4 6.5 15.8 19.3
2-3 38,5 22.5 43.1 49.5 49.6 48.9
4-6 39.7 38.7 34.5 30.8 23.0 25.0
7-10 3.2 17.5 13.8 6.4 5.0 4.5
11-15 4.8 11.2 1.7 3.7 6.5
18 + 32 8.7 3.4 0.9

CATEGORY E: INSTRUCTIONAL MANAGEMENT

HOIMS 8.2 E4 E-4 84 84 8-7 8$ 2-9

0-1 14.3 17.4 3.7 48.1 9.8 13.8 26.9 23.7 35.0
2-3 81.9 65.2 85.2 51.9 49.1 53.8 38.1 50.0 45.0
4-8 19.0 13.0 7.4 - 25.4 21.5 23.9 10.4 17.5
7-10 - 4.3 3.7 - 10.5 9.2 5.2 2.6 2.5
11-15 4.8 - - - 3.5 1.5 2.2 - -
18 + - - ''''' 1.8 - 3.7 5.3 -
HOURS F-1 F-2

CATEGORY F: GiUIDANCE

F-3 F-4 F-5

0-1 12.7 14.8 21.4 5.7 5.9
2-3 41.8 37,0 47.6 47.2 41.2
4-6 25.3 222 19.0 34.0 41.2
7-10 12.7 18.5 7.1 13.2 8.8
11-15 3.8 3.7 4.8 2.9
18+ 3.8 3.7

CATEGORY G: SCHOOL-COMMUNITY RELATIONS

HOURS 0.1 0.2 0-3 0-4 04 04 0-7 04 0-9 0-10
0-1 9.1 - 16.7 10.5 11.8 - - 4.5 16.7 5.0
2-3 22.7 56.3 30.0 36.8 35.3 30.8 45.5 18.2 75.0 40.0
4-6 27.3 31.3 16.7 10.5 23.5 462 31.8 40.9 8.3 50.0
7-10 27.3 12.5 16,7 - 8.8 23.1 13.6 22.7 - 5.0
11-15 4.5 31.6 8.8 - 4.5 9.1 - --
16 + 9.1 - 20.0 10.5 11.8 - 4.5 4.5 -

CATEGORY H: VOCATIONAL STUDENT ORGANIZATION

HOURS H-1 H-2 14-3 144 H-5

0-1 9.5 28.0 25.8 32.3 8.3
2-3 452 38.0 452 38.7 16.7
4-6 23.8 12.0 3.2 6.5 25.0
7-10 21.4 12.0 19.4 6.5 41.7
11-15 8,0 6.5 16.1 8.3
16+ 4.0



CATEGORY I: PROFESSIONAL ROLE AND DEVELOPMENT

HOURS I-I 1-2 1-3 1-4 1-5 1-6 1-7 14

0-1 11.1 32.1 4.8 21.1 13.8 8.8 18.9 18.5
2-3 432 57.1 21.0 42.1 44.8 38.8 34.0 51.9
4-6 34.6 7.1 362 21.1 27.6 28.3 26.4 16.7
7-10 3.7 3.6 23.8 5.3 13.8 14.0 18.9 1 , .1
11-15 1.2 ar. 5.7 10.5 - 3.5 1.9
16$ 6.2 - 8.6 - - 10.5 1.9 -

CATEGORY J: COORDINATION OF COOPERATIVE EDUCATION

*HOURS .1-1 J-2 J-3 J-4 J-5 J-6 .1-7 .1-8 .1-9 J-10
0-1 6.5 8.6 3.2 9.1 12.7 10.6 11.6 23.3 9.4 27.8
2-3 58.7 57.4 32.3 40.9 42.9 61.7 39.5 561 71.9 63.9
4-6 23-4 21.3 41,9 31.8 19.0 21.3 372 16.7 18.8 5.6
7-10 8.7 10.8 12.9 11.4 12.7 6,4 9.3 3.3 - 2.8
11-15 2.2 - 3.2 2.3 6.3 - 2.3 - MIMIO

16 + - 2.1 6.5 4.5 6.3 - - ._.. 4.1110 411=0.
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Prerequisite Competencies
for the Center's PBTE Modules

Modules shown before the arrow (-b) are prerequisite to modules to which the arrow plaints. Module
numbers within parentimes ( ) indicate prerequisites from other module categories.

Program Maytag,
Development, and Evaluation

A -1-- -ID- A-2 *A-3

A-6---00 9
A-7
A-8
A-10

Instructional Planning

13-2
8-4

-"LB-6
instructional Execution

C-1
C-21

(B-4

C-2
C-3

(B-5
C-4
C-5
C-6
C-7
C-8
C-10
C-11
C-12-4 C-13
C-14
C-15
C-16
C-17
C-19
C20
C-22
C-29

(13-410,

(B-2)...or TZC-18
C-9

Instruclional
Evaluation

0-2
D-3
04
*0-6

Imitructional
Management

E-1 E-2
E-3
E-4

A-11 (C-16)' -10. E-5

(13-4)4E-7
E-6

E-8
E-9
E10

C-23
C-24
C-25
C-26
C-27
C-28

Guidance

F-.1 10- F-2 * F-3
F-4

(13-3)-* F-5

School-Community
Relations

G1
G-2
0-3
6-4
6-5
1:3-6
0-7
G-6
G-9
0-10

Student Vocational
Organization

H-3
H-4

NZH
^"

-5
H-6

Professional Role
and Development

1-1
1-2
1-3

(0-6)
1

1- 5

"1-6 -*1-7

Competence in the mood ems d nistructionai planning. execution, and crinduation is required.

**Teaching experience is prereqk tette.

Coorclination of
Cooperative Education

J-1
J-2

J-4 --4P-J-5
J-6 J-7
J-8
J-10

*Implemenling
Competency-Based
Education (CI3E)

K-1

(E-1)
(E-3)
(E-8)

K-2
K-3
K-4
K-5
K-6

Serving Students with
Spechli/Exceptkimli Heeds

L-3
L-4
L-5
L-6
L-7

IL-8
L-9
L-10
L-11
L-12
L-13

Assisting Students in
hnproving Their Basic Skills

M-1
M-2

M-4
M-5
M-13

Thing Adults

'444-2
44-N-3

41/4N4
*1144-6

NN-6
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